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Abstract 
In this paper, we first introduce a notion of polymorphic abstract interpretation that for- 
makes a polymorphic analysis as a generalisation of possibly infinitely many monomorphic 
analyses in the sense that the results of the monomorphic analyses can be obtained as instances 
of that of the polymorphic analysis. We then present a polymorphic type analysis of logic pro- 
grams in terms of an abstract domain for polymorphic descriptions of type information and 
two operators on the abstract domain, namely the least upper bound operator and the abstract 
unification operator. The abstract domain captures type information more precisely than 
other abstract domains for similar purposes. The abstract unification operator for the poly- 
morphic type analysis is designed by lifting the abstract unification operator for a monomor- 
phic type analysis in logic programs, which simplifies the proof of the safeness of the 
polymorphic type analysis. Some experimental results with a prototype implementation of 
the polymorphic type analysis are also presented. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights re- 
served. 
1. Introduction 
A program analysis is to infer information from programs. Let P be a program, In 
express input information before analysis, and Out express output information in- 
ferred from P and In . Then [In], P + [Out] denotes the analysis that infers Out from 
P and In. Cousot and Cousot [13] introduce a methodology for static analysis called 
abstract interpretation whereby a program analysis is viewed as the execution of the 
program over a non-standard data domain. A typical analysis by abstract inter- 
pretation is monomorphic whereby input information about the program is not 
parameterised and the program has to be analysed separately for different input 
information. Note that program variables are not parameters for input information, 
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though input information can be thought of as predicates over program variables. 
Take the generic sorting program sort(x,v) for instance, letting nut denote the set 
of natural numbers, int the set of integers, and list(rx) the set of lists of elements from 
c(, program analyses [x E Zist(nat)], sort(x, y) + b E Zist(nat)] and [x E Zist(int)], 
sort(x,y) 3 fy E Zist(int)] are accomplished separately even if they are two instances 
of a polymorphic analysis ‘&x.([x E Zist(a)],sort(x,y) + /y E list(a)]) where both in- 
put information and output information are parameterised. By assigning different 
values to cc which serves as a place holder for information to be filled in after anal- 
ysis, VU..([X E list(a)], sort(x, y) =S b E Zist(tz)]) can be instantiated into many differ- 
ent monomorphic analyses such as [X E Zist(nat)],sort(x,y) =+ /,v E Zist(nat)] and 
[x E Zist(int)], sort(x, y) + b E Zist(int)]. Polymorphic program analyses have advan- 
tages over monomorphic program analyses since more general result can be obtained 
from a polymorphic analysis. Firstly, a sub-program or a library program that may 
be used in different places need not to be analysed separately for its different uses. In 
that sense, the result of a polymorphic analysis is re-usable. This has positive bearing 
on efficiency of analysis because output information for different uses of the same 
sub-program can be obtained by instantiation rather than by re-analysis. Secondly, 
polymorphic program analyses are amenable to program modifications since chan- 
ges to the program does not necessitate re-analyses of the sub-program so long as 
the sub-program itself is not changed. This paper formalises the notion of a poly- 
morphic abstract interpretation which facilitates the design of polymorphic program 
analyses Vc(r,. . . ,c~,.([In(c~r,. . . , cc,)], P + [Out(crr, . . , cc,)]), and devises a polymor- 
phic type analysis of logic programs. 
Prolog is a type-free language. The programmer does not have to specify the types 
of variables, functions and predicates. This may make it simple to write simple pro- 
grams. However, it also makes it difficult to debug programs because type errors can- 
not be detected by Prolog systems. A type error will manifest itself in the form of a 
wrong result or a missing result rather than an indication of a type violation. 
There have been many efforts to augment Prolog with type systems in the forms of 
type checking systems [4,18,39] and type analysis systems. Type analysis systems in- 
fer types from the text of a program. Some type analysis systems infer a type for the 
program and the type is meant to denote a superset of the success set of the program 
[1,2,10,16,19,20,37,42,48-501. Other type analysis systems infer types for procedure 
calls and successes [6,22,24,27,28]. 
There are three main approaches to inferring types [20]. The first approach ob- 
tains from a program P a system of formulae which describes set-theoretic relation- 
ships between the atoms appearing in P. A type is then defined to be a distinguished 
model of the system of formulae. Examples of this approach are to be found in 
[1,16,37,42,48-501. The second approach uses an abstract immediate consequence 
operator to approximate the immediate consequence operator Tp associated with 
P [46]. A type is defined as a fixed-point of the abstract immediate consequence op- 
erator. An example of this approach appears in [49]. Heintze and Jaffar [19,20] show 
that the first and the second approaches are equivalent in the sense that a type in one 
approach has its counterpart in the other. The third approach involves specialising 
an abstract interpretation framework by developing abstract domains and their as- 
sociated abstract operators. Some examples are to be found in [6,22,24,27,28]. 
Most type analysis systems infer descriptive types. A descriptive type is a descrip- 
tion of a set of terms by an expression in a type language. Different type analysis sys- 
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terns may use different type languages. Most of them use regular types or determin- 
istic regular types [16] in one form or another. A descriptive type is not intuitive. Al- 
though the sets of terms described by descriptive types are well defined, it is difficult 
for the programmer to understand descriptive types. Horiuchi and Kanamori 
[22,27], Kanamori and Kawamura [28] and Lu [31] infer prescriptive types where 
the types of function symbols are provided by the programmer. Although function 
symbols given are polymorphic types, only monomorphic types are inferred. 
The type inference system proposed by Barbuti and Giacobazzi [2] infers poly- 
morphic types of Horn clause logic programs using a bottom-up abstract interpretat- 
ion technique. The type description of the success set of a Horn logic program is 
computed as the least fixed-point of an abstract immediate consequence operator as- 
sociated with the program. The abstract immediate consequence operator associated 
with the program is derived from the non-ground concrete immediate consequence 
operator associated with the program defined in [17]. The type description only de- 
scribes part of the success set of the program. The atoms that are not well typed are 
not described by the type description. Neither are those atoms whose successful SLD 
resolutions with the program all select at least one atom that is not well typed. 
Codish and Demoen [lo] apply abstract compilation to infer type dependencies of 
logic programs by associating each type with an incarnation of the abstract domain 
Prop [33]. Abstract compilation [21] is an alternative to abstract interpretation [13]. 
In abstract compilation, a program is analysed by applying a concrete semantics to 
an abstraction of the program. The type dependencies of a logic program are ob- 
tained by first abstracting the program and then computing the minimal model of 
the abstracted program together with incarnations of Prop. The incarnations of Prop 
define meanings of types and capture interactions between types. The type dependen- 
cies of a logic program is similar to the type description of the program inferred by 
the type inference system of Barbuti and Giacobazzi [2] except that the type depen- 
dencies describe the whole success set of the program although Codish and Demoen 
do not make this explicit. The computation of the minimal model is made efficient in 
both time and space by using the bottom-up semantics in [3]. 
This paper presents a polymorphic type analysis of logic programs by means of 
abstract interpretation. For this purpose, we first formalise the notion of polymor- 
phic abstract interpretation that is of generality in that it is language-independent 
and applicable to other analyses as well as type analysis. Much work has been done 
on abstract interpretation of logic programs [14]. A number of frameworks have 
been brought about for abstract interpretation of logic programs [5,26,34,36]. An ab- 
stract interpretation framework is a generic abstract semantics that has as a param- 
eter a domain, called an abstract domain, and a fixed number of operators, called 
abstract operators, associated with the abstract domain. A particular analysis corre- 
sponds to a particular abstract domain and its associated abstract operators. Usual- 
ly, specialising a framework for a particular analysis involves devising an abstract 
domain for descriptions of sets of substitutions, called abstract substitutions, and 
corresponding abstract operators on abstract substitutions. One important abstract 
operator commonly required is abstract unification [9,25] which mainly abstracts the 
normal unification. Another important abstract operator commonly required is an 
operator that computes (an approximation of) the least upper bound of abstract sub- 
stitutions. In fact, these two abstract operators are the only abstract operators re- 
quired by the frameworks proposed in [9,23,30,40]. The polymorphic type analysis 
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will be presented as an abstract domain for polymorphic type descriptions of sets of 
substitutions together with its associated abstract unification operator and least up- 
per bound operator as required by the framework in [30]. The adaptation to the 
frameworks in [9,23,35,40] needs only minor technical adjustments since the func- 
tionalities required of the above two abstract operators by these frameworks and 
that in [30] are almost the same. The adaptation to the frameworks in [5,26,36] needs 
more technical work but should not be difficult because most functionalities of the 
abstract operators in these frameworks are covered by the functionalities of the ab- 
stract unification operator and the least upper bound operator in [9.23,30,40]. 
This paper makes two contributions. Firstly, it formalises the notion of a poly- 
morphic analysis as a representation of a possibly infinite number of monomorphic 
analyses. Specifically, the result of a polymorphic analysis subsumes those of many 
monomorphic analyses in the sense that the results of the monomorphic analyses 
may be obtained as instances of that of the polymorphic analysis. A polymorphic 
analysis is distinguished from a monomorphic analysis in that the former is para- 
meterised by a number of parameters while the latter is not. A parameter serves 
as a place holder for information that is provided after analysis. The conception 
of polymorphic analyses is general and hence not limited to type analysis or logic 
programs. Secondly, it presents a polymorphic type analysis by designing a novel ab- 
stract domain of polymorphic abstract substitutions and an abstract unification op- 
erator on the abstract domain of polymorphic abstract substitutions. 
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 briefly recalls the 
notion of abstract interpretation and an abstract interpretation framework for nor- 
mal logic programs [30] based on which we will present our polymorphic type anal- 
ysis and provides motivation for the rest of the paper. In Section 3, we present the 
notion of polymorphic abstract interpretation whereby a polymorphic analysis is 
considered as a representation of possibly infinitely many monomorphic analyses. 
Section 4 is devoted to types, their definitions by type clauses and meanings of 
mono-types as sets of terms. The meaning of a mono-type is given by a meaning 
function which is derived from type definitions. In Section 5, we present a monom- 
orphic type analysis as an abstract interpretation relative to the concrete interpretat- 
ion presented in Section 2. The monomorphic type analysis was first proposed in [22] 
and later developed in [30]. We include it in this paper in order to facilitate the 
presentation of the polymorphic type analysis. In Section 6, we design an abstract 
domain for the polymorphic type analysis and its associated abstract unification op- 
erator. An abstract substitution in the abstract domain is a set of pairs consisting of 
an assignment of poly-types to variables and a condition, called conditional variable 
poly-typings. The meaning of a set of conditional variable poly-typings is dependent 
on type parameters and is the union of the sets of substitutions described by its mem- 
bers for a given assignment of mono-types to type parameters. When type parame- 
ters are assigned mono-types as their values, a conditional variable poly-typing either 
describes the empty set of substitution if its condition part is f&e or the set of sub- 
stitutions determined by its assignment part if its condition is true. The abstract uni- 
fication operator for the polymorphic type analysis is defined by lifting the 
corresponding abstract unification operator for monomorphic type analysis. Sec- 
tion 7 describes our method for removing redundant elements in an abstract substi- 
tution. Section 8 briefly describes an prototype implementation of the polymorphic 
type analysis and Section 9 concludes the paper. 
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2. Preliminaries and motivation 
This section recalls the concept of abstract interpretation and an abstract inter- 
pretation framework based on which we will present our polymorphic type analysis 
and provides motivation for the rest of the paper. The reader is assumed to be famil- 
iar with terminology of logic programming [29]. 
2.1. Notation 
Let Func be a set offunction symbols, Pred be a set ofpredicute symbols, Vars be a 
denumerable set of variables. f / n denotes an arbitrary function symbol, and capital 
letters denote variables. Term denotes the set of terms that can be constructed from 
Func and Vars. t, ti and f(t,, . . , tn) denote arbitrary terms. Atom denotes the set of 
utoms constructible from Pred, Func and Vars. LI~ and az denote arbitrary atoms, (I 
and 0, denote substitutions. Let 0 be a substitution and V C Vars. dam(0) denotes 
the domain of 8. 0 t V denotes the restriction of 8 to I/. As a convention, the function 
composition operator o binds stronger than I. For instance, 11, o f12 1 V is equal to 
(01 o 02) t V. An expression 0 is a term, an atom, a literal, a clause. a goal etc. vars( 0) 
denotes the set of variables in 0. 
An equation is a formula of the form 1 = r where either 1. r E Term or 1: r E Atom. 
The set of all equations is denoted as Eqn. Let E E [J (Eqn). E is in solwdform if, for 
each equation 1 = r in E, 1 is a variable that does not occur on the right side of any 
equation in E. For a set of equations E E ,q~ (Eqn), mgu : 5_’ (Eqn) +-+ Sub U {fail} re- 
turns either a most general unifier for E if E is unifiable or,fuil otherwise, where Sub 
is the set of substitutions. mgu({ 1 = r}) is sometimes written as mgu(1. r). Let 
0 of&l ‘Gf fail and fail o 0 d&f ail for any 8 E Sub U {f&l}. There is a natural biject- 
ion between substitutions and the sets of equations in solved form. eq(0) denotes the 
set of equations in solved form corresponding to a substitution 0. eqvbil) dAf ,fail. 
We will use a renaming substitution YJ which renames a variable into a variable 
that has not been encountered before. 
Let F : D ++g~ (E) be a function. F” : ~J(D) H g,(E) is defined as F’(X) ‘2 
UKY F(x). 
2.2. Abstract Interpretation 
Suppose that we have the append program in Fig. 1. The purpose of a type anal- 
ysis is to find answers to such questions as in the following. 
If LI and Lz are lists of natural numbers before append(Li . Lz% Li) is exe- 
cuted, what will be the type of L3 after append(Ll , L2, L,) is successfully 
executed? 
We will employ abstract interpretation to perform type analysis. Abstract inter- 
pretation performs an analysis by mimicking the normal execution of a program. 
wend([ I, L L) 
awn4[HIhl, L2, [HIL3]) - awend(Ll, L2. L3) 
Fig. 1. Logic program append 
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2.2.1. Normal execution 
To provide an intuitive insight into abstract interpretation, let us consider how an 
execution of goal go: append(L, , Lz7 L,) (with the append program) transforms one 
program state 80: {L, H [s(O)], L2 I-+ [0]} which satisfies the condition in the above 
question into another program state 03: {L, H [s(O)],Lz H [O],L3 H [s(O),O]}. We 
deviate slightly from Prolog-like logic programming systems. Firstly, substitutions 
(program states) have been made explicit because the purpose of a program analysis 
is to infer properties about substitutions. Secondly, when a clause is selected to sat- 
isfy a goal with an input substitution, the goal and the input substitution instead of 
the selected clause are renamed. This is because we want to keep track of values of 
variables occurring in the program rather than those of their renaming instances. Let 
Y(Z) = Z’ for any Z E Vars. 
The first step performs a procedure entry. go and 80 are first renamed by Y into 
Y(g0): uppend(L’,,Lh,L[,) and Y(Oo): {L’, H [s(O)],Li +-+ [O]}. Then the second 
clause is selected and its head uppend( [H ( L,], Lz, [H 1 L3]) is unified with Y(g0) re- 
sulting in a most general unifier E,: {L’, c-f [H 1 L,], Lk H L2, L[, H [H 1 L3]}. Then 
Y(0,) and E, are used to compute 8,: {H H s(O), L, H [ ],Lz F+ [0]} the input sub- 
stitution of the body gl: append(L,, Lz, L,) of the clause. H t--+ s(O) and Li H [ ] are 
in Q1 because L: H [s(O)] is in Y(S,) and L: H [H 1 L,] is in E,. L2 H [0] is in 8, since 
Li H L2 is in E, and Li H [0] is in Y(0,). In this way, the initial goal go with its input 
substitution ~9~ has been reduced into the goal gl and its input substitution 8,. 
The execution of gl, details of which have been omitted, transforms 81 into 
&: {H t-+ s(O),L, - [ l,L2 I---) [Ol,L3 H [O]} the output substitution of gl. 
The last step performs a procedure exit. The head uppend([H / L,],Lz, [H 1 Lj]) of 
the second clause and 192 are first renamed by Y, and then the renamed head 
append([H’ I L’,], L;, [f-f’ IL;l) is unified with go resulting in a most general uni- 
fier E2: {L, H [H’ 1 L’,], L2 H Lk, L3 t+ [H’ ) Li]}. Then Y(&): {H’ H s(O), L’, H [ 1, 
L; H [0], L\ H [0]} and E2 are used to update the input substitution 60 of go and this 
results in the output substitution do: {L, H [s(O)], LZ H [0], L3 H [s(O), O]} of go. The 
values assigned to L, and L2 by f33 are the same as those by 60. L3 H [s(O), 0] is in 0s 
because L3 H [H’ I L[7] is in E2, and H’ ++ s(O) and L\ H [0] are in Y(&). 
2.2.2. Abstract execution 
The above question is answered by an abstract execution of go which mimicks the 
above normal execution of go. 
The abstract execution differs from the normal execution in that in place of a sub- 
stitution is an abstract substitution that describes types of the values that variables 
may take. An abstract substitution is called a variable typing since it associate a type 
with a variable. L H Zist(nat) means that L is a list of natural numbers and H t+ nut 
means that H is a natural number. Thus, the input abstract substitution of go is 
po: {L, H list(nat), L2 H list(nat)}. 
The first step of the abstract execution performs an abstract procedure entry. 
go and p. are first renamed by Y. Then the second clause is selected and its 
head append([H I L1l,L2, [H I &I) is unified with Y(g0) resulting in E,. Then 
Y(po): {L{ H list(nat), Li H list(nat)} and E, are used to compute the input ab- 
stract substitution pi = {H H nat,L, H list(nat), L2 I+ Zist(nat)} of gl as follows. 
L’, is of type list(nat), by Y(po) and L’, equals to [H I L,] by E,. Therefore, [H 1 L,] 
is of type list(nat), which implies that H is of type nat and L, is of type list(nat) 
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because nat and Zist(nat) include all such values for H and Lr respectively that 
[H 1 L,] is of type Zist(nat). So, H H nat and Lr t--+ Zist(nat) are in fiI. Similarly, 
L2 H Zist(nat) is in p, since Li H L2 is in El and Lk H Zist(nut) is in !P(fl,J. In this 
way, the initial goal go with its input abstract substitution ,LL~ has been reduced into 
gl and its input abstract substitution pr. The abstract procedure entry is a type ab- 
straction of the procedure entry in the normal execution in the sense that if cl0 de- 
scribes the types of the values assigned to variables by a substitution Oi, the 
second clause of the append program is used to reduce go with its input substitution 
being Oi, and 0; is the input substitution of gl after performing procedure entry then 
p, describes the types of the values assigned to variables by 0;. 
The abstract execution of gl, details of which have been omitted, transforms p, 
into p2: {H H nat, L, H Zi.st(nat), L2 H Zist(nat), L3 H Zist(nat)} the output abstract 
substitution of gr . 
The last step of the abstract execution performs an abstract procedure exit. The 
head append([H 1 L,], La, [H 1 L3]) of the second clause and p2 are first renamed by 
Y, and then the renamed head append([H’ 1 L’,], Li, [H’ I L\]) is unified with go result- 
ing in Ez. Y(p,): {H’ H nat, L’, H Zist(nat), Lk H Zist(nat), Li H Zist(nat)} and EI are 
then used to update the input abstract substitution pLo and go and this results in the 
output abstract substitution pL,: {L, H Zi.st(nat), L2 I-+ Zist(nat), L3 H Zist(nat)}. The 
types assigned to L1 and L2 by pL3 are the ‘same as those by ,u~. By yl(p*), H’ is of type 
nat and L’ is of type Zist(nat). Hence, [H’ I L’] is of type Zist(nut). By Ez, L3 equals to 
[H’ I L’] implying L3 is of type Zist(nat). So, L3 H Zist(nat) is in /.Q. The abstract pro- 
cedure exit is a type abstraction of the procedure exit in the normal execution in the 
sense that if p. describes the types of the values assigned to variables by a substitu- 
tion S& the second clause of the append program has been used to reduce go with its 
input substitution being t$, p2 describes the types of the values assigned to variables 
by a substitution tI;, 0; is the output substitution of gr ,e; is the output substitution of 
go after performing procedure exit then pL3 describes the types of the values assigned 
to variables by 0;. 
Since an abstract substitution describes a set of substitution, the first clause may 
be applied at the first step since p. also describes {L, H [ 1, L2 +-+ [O,s(O)]}. This al- 
ternative abstract computation would give an output abstract substitution 
{LI H list(O), L2 H Zist(nat), Lj H Zist(nat)} of go where list(O) denotes the singleton 
set consisting of the empty list. The set of substitutions satisfying this output ab- 
stract substitution is a subset of the set of substitutions satisfying p3. Therefore, ac- 
cording to p3, if L1 and L2 are lists of natural numbers before uppend(L,, Lz, L3) is 
executed, Lx is a list of natural numbers after uppend(Ll, L2, L3) is successfully exe- 
cuted. 
The abstract execution closely resembles the normal execution. They differ in that 
the abstract execution processes abstract substitutions whilst the normal execution 
processes substitutions and in that the abstract execution performs abstract proce- 
dure entries and exits whilst the normal execution performs procedure entries and 
exits. Whenever the normal execution performs an operation, the abstract execution 
performs a type abstraction of that operation. Since an abstract substitution 
describes the type of the value that a variable takes but does not give the value itself, 
it is necessary for the abstract execution to estimate the types of the variables in a 
term given the type of the term and to estimate the type of a term given the types 
of the variables in the term. 
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2.2.3. Abstract interpretation 
Performing program analysis by mimicking normal program execution is called 
abstract interpretation. The resemblance between normal and abstract executions 
is not unique to type analysis but is common among different kinds of analysis. This 
lays ground for abstract interpretation frameworks. An abstract interpretation 
framework factors out common features of normal and abstract executions and 
models normal and abstract executions by a number of operators on a semantic do- 
main, which leads to the following formalisation of abstract interpretation. 
Let D be a set. An n-ary operator on ID is a function from D” to D. An inter- 
pretation Z is a tuple ((ED, C), (Cl, . . , &)) where (D, II) is a complete lattice and 
co,, . . , Ok are operators of fixed arities. 
Definition 2.1. Let Z = ((ID, L), (01,. . ,&)) and Zt = ((ED+, Et), (CC!, . . ,ti)) be 
two interpretations such that Gi and 0i are of same arity ni for each 1 < i < k, and y 
be a monotonic function from IID+ to ED. Zt is called a y-abstraction of Z if, for each 
l<:<k, 
0 foralld,,..., d,, E D and d/, . . . , d,i, E ED+, 
4 CY(d!) A ‘. A 4, rv(4,) 
--f O,(d,,... ,d,,)~yo~~(d~ )...) d,i,J 
It is called an abstract interpretation and Z a concrete interpretation. An object in 
Zt, say ED+, is called abstract while an object in Z, say D, is called concrete. With res- 
pect to a given y, if dCy(dt) then d is said to be described by dt or dt is said to be a 
description of d. The condition in the above definition is read as that of is a y-ab- 
straction of Gi. Therefore, It is a y-abstraction of Z iff each operator Ut in It is a 
y-abstraction of its corresponding operator 0 in I. Fig. 2 is an illustration that Ct 
is a y-abstraction of cJ. 
2.3. Abstract interpretation framework 
The abstract interpretation framework in [30] is based on a collecting semantics of 
normal logic programs which associates each textual program point with a set of 
substitutions. The set is a superset of the set of substitutions that may be obtained 
when the execution of the program reaches that program point. The collecting se- 
mantics is defined in terms of two operators on (p(Sub), C). One operator is the 
set union U - the least upper bound operator on (@(Sub), Cl) and the other is UNIFY 
which is defined as follows. Let al, a2 E Atom and @I,& E @(Sub). 
Fig. 2. Abstract interpretation. 
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where 
which encompasses both procedure entries and procedure exits. For a procedure en- 
try, al is the calling goal, 0, its input substitution, u2 the head of the selected clause 
and U2 the empty substitution. For a procedure exit, aI is the head of the selected 
clause, 0, the output substitution of the last goal of the body of the clause, ~22 the 
calling goal and d2 its input substitution. 
In summary, the collecting semantics corresponds to the following concrete inter- 
pretation. 
I= ((K&b), C), (U, UNIFY)) 
Specialising the framework for a particular program analysis consists in designing 
an abstract domain (ASub, C), a concretisation function :’ : ASub H p(Sub), and two 
abstract operators u and A UNIFY such that ((ASub, IJ. (u, AUNZFY)) is a y-ab- 
straction ofl = ((~(Sub), C), (u, UNIFY)). 0 nce (AS&, !T) and 7 are designed, it re- 
mains to design AUNIFY such that AUNIFY is a y-abstraction of UNIFY since u is 
a p-abstraction of U. A UNIFY is called an abstract unification operator since its 
main work is to abstract unification. The abstract unification operator implements 
both abstract procedure entries and abstract procedure exits as unify encompasses 
both procedure entries and procedure exits. We note that the procedure-entry and 
procedure-exit operators in [5], the type substitution propagation operator in [26,28] 
and the corresponding operators in [38] and [40] can be thought of as variants of AU- 
NIF Y. 
2.4. Polymorphic type analysis 
The type analysis presented in this paper is intended for answering questions in- 
volving type parameters such as the following. 
If L1 is of type SI and LZ is of type list(nut) before uppend(L,, Lz, L3) is ex- 
ecuted, what will be the type of L3 after uppend(Ll, L2, Lj) is successfully 
executed? 
Such an analysis is called polymorphic as it involves parameters while an analysis 
which does not involve parameters is called monomorphic. One important issue aris- 
ing from parameters in data descriptions is how to give meanings to such data de- 
scriptions. Another is when to accept an analysis as a correct analysis. By 
imposing a question with type parameters, we expect an answer that will be correct 
for any possible type that a type parameter might take. In other words, we think of a 
polymorphic type analysis as a representative of a number of monomorphic type an- 
alyses. Section 3 formalises this idea and presents a notion of a polymorphic abstract 
interpretation. 
Since type parameters express unknown information, it would be problematic for 
an abstract substitution to simply associate a type with a variable because of the need 
to estimate the types of the variables in a term given the type of the term and the 
need to estimate the type of a term given the types of the variables in the term. 
For instance, in order to answer the above question, it will be necessary to estimate 
the types of H and L1 given the type c( of [H ( L,]. The solution proposed in this paper 
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and that 
if L1 and L2 are lists of real numbers before append (Li , LI, L3) is executed 
then L3 is a list of real numbers after append (L, , Lz, L3) is successfully ex- 
ecuted. 
It is desirable to design a polymorphic type analysis [lo] which would infer that 
if LI and L2 are lists of elements of type CI before append (L, , L2, L3) is ex- 
ecuted then L3 is a list of elements of type CI after append (L, , Lz, L3) is suc- 
cessfully executed. 
The two statements inferred by the monomorphic type analysis are two of an in- 
finite number of instances of the statement inferred by the polymorphic type analy- 
sis. A polymorphic analysis is a representation of a possibly infinite number of 
monomorphic analyses. In other words, the result of a polymorphic analysis sub- 
sumes the results of many monomorphic analyses in the sense that the results of 
the monomorphic analyses may be obtained as instances of the result of the poly- 
morphic analysis. Let I’ = (([[DO, C’), (Co;, . . . , 0;)) be the abstract interpretation 
that a polymorphic analysis is based on. The elements in D’ by necessity contain pa- 
rameters because the result of the polymorphic analysis contains parameters. Since 
parameters may take as value any element from an underlying domain, say the do- 
main of monomorphic types, it is necessary to take into account all possible assign- 
ments of values to parameters in order to formalise a polymorphic abstraction. In 
the sequel, an assignment, denoted by K, will always mean an assignment of values 
to the parameters that serve as placeholders for information to be provided after 
analysis. 
Definition 3.1. Let A be the set of assignments, I = ((ED,, I), (01,. . ,a,)) and 
I’ = ((ID’, C’), (cl;, . . $3;)) b e t wo interpretations such that Lri and Py are of 
same arity n, for each 1 < i < k, and r: D’ x A H D be monotonic in its first 
argument. I’ is called a polymorphic Y-abstraction of I with respect to A if, for 
each 1 < i < k, 
?? for all JCEA, all d,, . . , d,, E D and all d;, . . , d;, E D’, dl CT(d;, K) 
A... A dn,lII T(d:,, K) --f Ndl,. . . ,&z) C W:(d;, . . ,d;,), K) 
The above condition is read as that 0; is a polymorphic r-abstraction of Pi with 
respect to A. Therefore, I’ is called a polymorphic r-abstraction of Z with respect to 
A iff each operator 0’ in I’ is a polymorphic r-abstraction of its corresponding op- 
erator CC in Z with respect to A. Fig. 3 is an illustration that C”’ is a polymorphic r- 
abstraction of 0 with respect to A. With A, T and Z being understood, I’ is called a 
polymorphic abstract interpretation. The notion of polymorphic abstract inter- 
pretation provides us better understanding of polymorphic analyses by abstract 
interpretation and simplifies the design and the proof of polymorphic analyses. 
The following lemma states that many monomorphic abstract interpretations can 
be constructed from one polymorphic abstract interpretation. In other words, a 
polymorphic abstract interpretation can be instantiated into many monomorphic ab- 
stract interpretations. It also shows that the result of a polymorphic analysis sub- 
sumes those of many monomorphic analyses for they can be obtained by 
instantiating that of the polymorphic analysis. 
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Xd.Y(d, K) Xd.Y(d, K) 
c Y 0 E T 
IID CID 
Fig. 3. Polymorphic analysis. 
Lemma 3.1. I = ((ED, C), (e-1,. . . ;Ck)) and I’ = ((D*, C’), (ET, . . , Ci)) be two 
interpretations such that I’ is a polymorphic T-abstraction of I with respect to A. For 
each K E A, define 1: def ((ED+, Et). (C!, . 1 CL.)) where 
D+ d”‘D’ x {K}. 
(d;, K)C+(d;, ic) ‘!? d;C’d;, 
y((d’, K)) ef T(d’. K), 
6;((d;, Ic), . . , (d;,,li)) 5 (lC;(d;. . ,d;,), K). 
Then 1; is u g-abstraction of I. 
Proof. The lemma follows immediately from Definitions 2.1 and 3.1. 0 
4. Types and their meanings 
A type is a finite expression denoting a possibly infinite set of values. Values in 
logic programs are terms. A type denotes a set of terms. Syntactically, a type is a 
term constructible from a set Cons of type constructors and a denumerable set 
Para of type parameters. c / m and d / 1 denote arbitrary type constructors, and 
X, CQ, /I and /Ii denote arbitrary type parameters. The set of types is denoted by 
Type. F and Fj denote arbitrary types. If a type constructor has an arity of zero 
then it is called a base type. There are two special base types 1 and 0, denoting 
Term and 0 respectively. A type is a mono-type if it does not contain any type pa- 
rameter. The set of mono-types is denoted by Mono. A’, .A?‘~, ,V” and ~l’“~ denote ar- 
bitrary mono-types. Mono-types in Mono can be compared according to a partial 
order that is inductively defined as follows. 
Definition 4.1. Let J@‘, .k’i , . . . , AT,, _1’-1, . . . , <,1”, E Mono and c / m E Cons. 
O;:JH, 
./&if 3 1, 
C(./H,, . . : d&f,,) ;: c(,l”,, . . . , .x1 rn) dAf Vl <j< rn.(./H, 3 N,). 
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Let Cons = {nat / 0,l / 0,O / 0, list / 1). Then 0 3 nut, list(nat) 3 1. list(O) 
5 list(nat) and nut $ list(nat). 
(Mono, 3 : 0, 1, n ! U) is a complete lattice where, letting .H = c (:&I,. . . , -d,) 
E Mono and .,I” = d(.N,, . . ,X1) E Mono, the least upper bound operator V is 
0 Y.& = ,+# MO = JY, 
1 V.& = .Jfl \rl = 1, 
.#\i,I’=.l”‘V.N= 
c(.dz, VA’,, . . ,Al,\i.C‘,,) ifc/m=d/l. 
1 otherwise 
and the greatest lower bound operator A is 
On.~==.~~‘i’O=OO, 
lA.N=.flhl =.&!. 
df A 1 = 1’. A .A! = 
c(J&!~ A ,I’, , . ,A,,, A. I ‘,,) if c / m = d / 1. 
0 otherwise. 
A type is a general type if it is either a type parameter or a base type except 0 or of 
the form c(j,, , fi,,,) where c / m E Cons and fl,, . . , &, E Para are different type 
parameters. For instance, list(j) is a general type while list(nat) and list(list(fl)) 
are not. The set of general types is denoted as Gen. 9 and 9, denote arbitrary general 
types. The types of terms and the sets of terms denoted by types are both decided by 
type definitions for function symbols in Func. 
Definition 4.2. A type clause is a clause for predicate: /2 which is of the form 
,f(X,, . .X): c(&. . . . ,fi,) +-x, : 9 I....) &:Y,,, 
where m, n > 0,f / n is a function symbol, c / m is a type constructor, p, , ~ b,,, are 
different type parameters, X1, . . ,X, are different program variables. 
In addition to the above restriction on the form of a type clause, we also require that 
(i) each function symbol f / n is typed by exactly one type clause; and (ii) pars 
(Cg,,) C {b, , . : /I,} for 1 <J < n where pars(Y) is the set of the parameters occurring 
in 3. (i) disallows oL!erlouding [7] and (ii) is often referred to as type presercing [45]. 
Example 4.1. This example illustrates some type definitions. 
0 : nut + ‘%I Dl 
s(X) : nut +X : nut ‘%, D2 
[ ] : list(fl,) + ‘%, D3 
[H 1 L] : list(&) + H : &.L : list(&) ‘%I D4 
Dl says that 0 is a member of type nut. D2 means that if X has type nut then s(X) 
has type wt. Dl and D2 also gives the set of terms denoted by type nut. D3 states 
that [ ] is a member of type list(/l,) for any type /3, while D4 reads that, for any type 
/j2, if H is a member of type & and L a member of type list(flT) then [H / L] is a mem- 
ber of type list(&). 
A type substitution is a set of formulae fl H .F where fl E Para and .F E Type. 06 
and odi denote arbitrary type substitutions. If 06 = {PI H 31.. . , /I,, H Y,,} then 
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don@) = {/I,, . . . , p,} is the domain of k. 06 is a mono-type substitution if 
r 9 I,..., n are mono-types. The application of 06 to a type is to replace si- 
multaneously each occurrence of /Ii in that type with Fi. For instance, 
{PI w ‘Wnat), P2 H nat}(list(p,)) = list(list(nat)). 06(p) dsf 0 for any p $ dom(l!6). 
The choice of 0 as the default value for parameters outside the domain of a type sub- 
stitution is motivated by computational consideration only. Both polymorphic and 
monomorphic type analyses frequently compute the least upper bounds of type substi- 
tutions, this choice simplifies these computations. To facilitate presentation, we intro- 
duce a special type substitution w and define w (y) %f 1 for any F E Type. The type 
of a term f(tr , . . . , tn) will be computed from types of terms tl , . . . , t, by applying the 
type clause for f / n. The role of w is to indicate that types of tl, . . , tn do not satisfy 
the type conditions in the type clause, and the least type off(tr , . . . , t,,) is 1 in this case. 
Definition 4.3. The meaning of a mono-type is defined as follows. Let J# E Mono. 
y(d) 
d”f Term 
i 
0 ifA!=O, 
if A= 1, 
-I f(tl,..~,tn) I 
f(X I,... X,):a(fl I... .&J-x,:9 I,... “.Yn:tJn 
f,E’+(l/li - .&J 1 1 <jC.Lq(%)) > 
if A = c(Al,. . , ~28~). 
In the above equation, {41 H :AJ / 1 < 3 < m} is a type substitution. Since A!‘3 
is a mono-type and {&, . . , p,} contains all the type parameters in 9i, 
{P,++~J] 1G3<m}(3i)’ IS a mono-type. ;i is monotonic and r(A) is closed under 
instantiation [l I] for any A! E Mono, for which proofs can be found in [31]. 
Example 4.2. Let Cons = {nut / 0,l / 0,O / 0, list / l}, Func = (0 / 0,s / 1, [ ] / 0, 
/ 2},Vars = {X, Y, . .} and the type definitions for function symbols in Func be 
those in Example 4.1. 
y(WO)) = {[ I>, 
r(W4) = {[ I, PI, ‘. ’ ,[0,+91,~ .I, 
y(Zi.st(l)) = { [ I,. . . > [Xl,. . ) [Y,s(O)], . . .}. 
5. Monomorphic type analysis 
This section presents the monomorphic type analysis proposed in [22,27,28] and 
later developed in [31]. This section is based on [31] where monomorphic type infor- 
mation is inferred together with sharing and alising and the soundness of the 
monomorphic type analysis is proved. 
5.1. Abstract domain 
The section constructs the abstract domain for the monomorphic type analysis 
and two other abstract domains on which the ancillary operators that we use to de- 
fine the abstract unification operator are defined. The first abstract domain is the 
complete lattice (Mono, 3 ) of mono-types. 
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The second abstract domain is the complete lattice (MTS, C) of mono-type sub- 
stitutions that is constructed as follows. A mono-type substitution 06 as defined in 
Section 4 is either a partial function from Para to Mono or w. Let 
k E Para - Mono u {w} and 06,) k2 E Para >t-$ Mono and define ‘: as follows. 
061 ‘: 062 Ef VP E Para (k,(b) 3 oS,(j?)). 
3 is a preorder on (Para ++ Mono u {w}). It is reflexive and transitive but 
not antisymmetric since both {/l H 0) 5 0 and 0 ‘: {j H O}. Let 06, zz IQ dz 
(061 i: 062) A (062 3 061). Then Q is an equivalence relation on (Para >H Mono u 
{w}). The domain of mono-type substitutions is the set of equivalence classes 
of 4 ordered by j 
/w‘ 
Define 
MTS def (Para - Mono U {w}) , 
w 
b-4 ~ if 061 =w Vk2 =w , 
[{B ++ 061 (B) ~~2(8) I P E d4b) u Q+-77@2))1 otherwise, 
w 
_+_ tff [0] 
w 
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Lemma 5.1. (MT.S,c, k , T, LF , R) is a complete lattice. 
It follows that the application of equivalent (with respect to zz ) mono-type sub- 
stitutions to any type will result in the same mono-type. Therefore, an equivalence 
class of % will be denoted by any mono-type substitution in the equivalence class 
and elements of MTS will be called mono-type substitutions. 
The third abstract domain is the complete lattice of abstract substitutions for the 
monomorphic type analysis. For the monomorphic type analysis, a set of substitu- 
tions is described by associating mono-types with program variables of interest. A 
variable typing ,LL is a finite set of formulae X H .y where X E Vars and 
.y E Type. We use ~1, p,, r, I?ir 7c and 7Ci to denote arbitrary variable typings. Let 
P = {Xl k-3 .9-I,. . . ,x,, H Y,,}. Then {X1,. . . .Xn} is the domain of ,u, denoted by 
dom(/c). If (X H y) E p then /c(X) dAf .F. Otherwise, p(X) dAf 1 indicating that no in- 
formation is known about X. p is a variable mono-typing if y-i E Mono for 1 < i 6 n. 
Let Vars w Mono be the set of finite partial functions from Vars to Mono and define 
3 is a preorder on Vars in Mono. 5 is reflexive and transitive but not antisymmetric 
since both {X~l.Y~nat~~{Y~nat.Zt-+l} and 
3(X H 1, Y H Hat}. Let ~1 E rdA (pi\!) A (rsp). 
{Y H nat,Z++ l} 
23 is an equivalence relation on 
Vars w Mono. For instance, {X H 1, Y H nat}e{ Y H nat, Z ++ l}. The abstract do- 
main for the monomorphic type analysis is the set of equivalence classes of z or- 
dered by 51~. 
VMT dAf (Vars w Mono) _( 
/- 
C”+& 
[PleU [VI* c [{VW (p(V) Vv(V)) ) v E dam(p) rldom(v)}],, 
[PI% fl b]* f5 [{V f-+ (p(V) A I’(V)) 1 v E donI Udom(v)}],, 
P tTf [a]=, 
1 d’F [p]= with 3V E dam(p) ,u(V) = 0. 
Note that the domain of [,u] *~7 [v] e is dam(p) n dam(v) and that of [P]~ r7 [VI= is 
dam(p) U dam(v). This is the consequence of choosing 1 as the default value for vari- 
ables. 
Lemma 5.2. (VMT,cJ,P, Tp , U) is a complete lattice. 
Define y, : VMT H &Sub) as follows. 
it,([P]*) kf {Q I v’v E dam(v) (Q(J9 E i’ O P(V)). 
yt is monotonic since j! is monotonic. 
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5.2. Abstract uniJication operator 
The monomorphic type analysis requires an abstract unification operator MUNI- 
FY: Atom x VMT x Atom x VMT H VMT that is a y,-abstraction of UNIFY, in ad- 
dition to the least upper bound operator U : VMT x VMT H VMT that is a ;‘,- 
abstraction of U. An equivalence class of zz will be represented by one of its members 
for simplicity. Thus, [pL]= will be written as ~1. A4UNZR(al, p, a?. v) is computed by 
first performing pre-unification [43] and then propagating type information. The re- 
naming substitution Y is first applied to al and ~1. E = eq o mgu({ ‘#‘(a,) = az}) is 
then computed. If E = fair then MUNIFY (al: p, a?, v) = 1. If E # ,fail, an abstract 
substitution 71 E VMT is computed such that, for any 0 t y,(u’(/c) U v), if 
mgu(ll(E)) # jail then mgu(O(E)) o 0 E y,(x). This is accomplished by an operator 
.solue : p(Eqn) x VMT H VMT. Finally, 7c is restricted to (uars(b) U dam(v)) by 
/” : VMT x p(Vars) H VMT. MUNIFY is defined in the following. 
MUNIFY(al, p3 al. v)~&’ 
! 
let E = eq o mgu( Y(al). al). 
V = (cars(a?) U dam(v)) 
in 
solve(E, Y(p) U v) rcV if E # ,fail. 
L if E = ,fail, 
/l[“V g 
I if/L = 1, 
11 tV otherwise, 
v n {X H It(t: 11) 1 (X = t) E E} if \I # 1. 
solve(E,p) is computed by first propagating (type information in) p downwards 
equations in E by an operator donw : tJ(Eqn) x VMT ++ KUT and then propagating 
the result upwards equations in E by an operator up : b-J(Eqn) x VMT H VMT. 
When /1 is propagated downwards an equation X = t by doww, a variable mono-typ- 
ing lut(,u(X), t) is computed to describe the set of substitutions 0 such that 
O(t) E y(p(X)). The type associated with variables Y in t after the downward prop- 
agation is the greatest lower bound of the type assigned to Y by ~1 and the type as- 
signed to Y by l+(X): t). When v is propagated upwards an equation X = t by up. a 
mono-type It(t: v) is first computed to describe the set of terms 0 (t) for all substitu- 
tions 0 E ;lr(\j). The type associated with X after the upward propagation is the great- 
est lower bound of v(X) and lt(t, v). 
lot(. l, t) is the least variable mono-typing that describes all substitutions 0 such 
that O(t) E Y(.&!). Let f(X,, . . . ,X,,) : ~(8,. . . , /I,,) 6 XI : !3,. .X,, : Y,,. Then, 
ltlt : Mono x Term H VMT is defined as follows. 
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lut(.Af,X) ef {X H _A!}, 
lut(1, t) %‘T, 
lvt(d(d,, . . . , ~~/),f(h, . . . , fn)) 
f ifd/I#c/m, 
def 
= n ~~~~~lut(h(??~),t~) if d / 1 = c / m 
where06 ={pj++Aj 1 l<j<Z}. 
Ivt(Jz’, t) is computed as follows. If t is a variable then lut(df’, t) = {t H A} by the 
first equation. If A is 1 then lut(dt’, t) =T by the second equation. For 
A’=d(A!,,... , A%!!) and t = f(tl , . . , t,), lvt checks if ~2’ conforms to the type def- 
inition for f. If so, it computes a mono-type for ti from A and the type definition for 
f, then computes the least variable mono-typing for variables in tj and finally returns 
the greatest lower bound of these variable mono-typings. 
Example 5.1. This example illustrates how Ivt and n work. Let trees be defined by the 
following two type clauses. D5 says that void is a term of type tree@) for any /I while 
06 says that tr(X, L, R) is a term of type tree@) if X is a term of type /I, and L and R 
are terms of type tree(b). 
void : tree(p) +- ‘% D5 
tr(X,L, R) : tree@) +A’ : p,L : tree(/?),R : tree(p) % D6 
we have 
lvt(tree(nat), tr(U0, V,, I%)), 
= lvt(O@), UO) Tp Zut(k(tree(/?)), Vo) n ht(k(tree(j3)), WO) 
with 06 = {/I H nat}, 
= lvt(nat, UO) n lvt(tree(nat), 6) n Zut(tree(nat), WO), 
= { Uo H nat} n { Vo t-+ tree(nat)} T? { Wo ++ tree(nat)}, 
= {Uo H nut, V, H tree(nut), Wo ++ tree(nut)}. 
Ivt(1 tr(U,,, V&X0)) =T, Zvt(nut, T) = {T I--+ nut}. 
It(t, v) is the least mono-type that describes terms O(t) for all 0 E y,(v). Let 
.G,,...,X): cub,.. . , p,) t X, : $9,). . . ,X,, : ~9~. Then, It : Term x VMT H Mono 
is defined as follows. 
qx, v) ,zf v(X), 
W(t,, . . . ) t&v) gf qc(p,, . . . , B,)), where 06 = u , Si4nltS(lt(tz, v), Yi), 
where Its : Mono x Gen H MTS is defined as follows. 
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f if 3 = 1 V A! = 0, 
{g-J4 if 99 E Para, 
lts(A!, 9) gf (8, -A3 1 l<~<m} if A=c(Al,...,A,) 
A 3 = c(&, . .&), 
+ otherwise. 
It(t, v) is computed as follows. It t is a variable then It(t: v) = v(t). For 
t =f(t, ,... ,tn) and f(X,,. .Xn) : c(j? ,,.. .,/?,) +-Xl : 3, ,..., X,,: ?Sn, It first com- 
putes a mono-type ,A$!~ = lt(t,, v) for each ti, then checks if A, conforms to 3, and, 
if so, computes the least mono-type substitution 06; = Its(M,, Yi) such that 
.,Ki 3 UQ(~~), lt(t,v) is 06(c(/3,, . . ,/?,)) w h ere 06 is the least upper bound of the 
mono-type substitutions ki. If Ai does not conform to 9, for some i then 06, = T. 
which makes 06 = -f and hence lt(t, v) = 1. 
Example 5.2. This example illustrates how It, Its and if work. Suppose that type 
clauses be the same as in Example 5.1. Let 
{ 
Y I--+ nat, u t--+ Zist(nat), v t-t tree(nat). 
711 = 
YO ++ nat, UO ++ nut, VO t--+ tree(nat), W0 H tree(O),Xo H tree(nat) 
Then, we have 
It(U0, 711) = 711 (UO) = nut, 
lt( 6,711) = 7t1(&) = tree(nat), 
lt(W0,7c1) = z~(Wo) = tree(O), 
It(Uo, 7~1) = 7cl (X0) = tree(nat). 
so, 
It(tr( Uo, V,, WO), 711) = kl (tree(p)) = tree(nat) 
with 
061 = Its(nat, fi) Lf Its(tree(nat), tree(p)) L.f /ts(tree(O), tree@)), 
={pHnat}U{pHnat}Lf{~~0} 
= {p ++ nut}, 
lt(tr(U0, &,X0), 711) = kz(tree(fl)) = tree(nat) 
with 
062 = Zts(nat, b) 13 Its(tree(nat), tree(b)) L3 lts(tree(nat), tree(b)), 
={pHnat}V{p H nut} Ll {fi H nut} 
= {/J t-b nut}, 
lt(Y,n,) = q(Y) = nut. 
Theorem 5.1. I” = ((VMT,C?), (U,MUNZRY)) zs a y,-ahtraction of I = (( p(Suh). CZ), 
(u, UmY)). 
Proof. See [30]. 0 
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Example 5.3. This example illustrates how MUNIFY, solve, down, up and r” work. 
Let 
al = insert(Y, tr(U, V, W), ti-(U, Y,X)), 
a2 = insert(Y, V,X), 
ji = {Y H naf, W H tree(O)! X +b tree(nat)}, 
v = {Y +b nat. U H Zist(nat)! V H tree(nat)}. 
Suppose that Y(Z) = Z, for any Z E Vars. We have 
E = eqomgu(Y(a),b) = {V = tr(UO, V,, W0),X = tr(UO, 6,X0), Y0 = Y}, 
?T= Y(p) u \: = 
{ 
Y - nat, U H list(nat), V H tree(nat), 
Y0 t-+ nat, W0 ++ tree(O),X0 H tree(nat) I ’ 
so, 
down(E, 7~) 
= 71 rT ht(TC(V), tr(Uo, v,, Rfl)) n ht(n(X), tr(U0, VOJO)) ~ Ivt(n(YO), Y) 
= 71 Ty Ivt(tree(nat), tr(U0, &.X0)) Ty Iut(l, tr(U0, 61, Wo)) fl Ivt(mt, Y) 
by Example 5.1 
= 71 Tp {U. H nat, V0 H tree(nat), W0 b-3 tree(nat)} RT n, {Y ++ Hat}, 
{ 
Y k+ nat. U H li.st(nat), V ++ tree(nat), 
= 
Y, H nut, UC1 H nat, V0 H tree(nat), WO H tree(O),X0 k-4 tree(nat) ’ 
= xl (see Example 5.2) 
and 
= 7r] n 
{ 
v H Zt(tr(Uo, v,, wo),Tc*),~ H qtr(uo, VO,JfO),nl), 
Yo H qy, 711) I 
by Example 5.2, 
= 711 rP {V H tree(nat),X H tree(nat), Y0 H nat}, 
= 
1 
Y H nat, U - list(nat), V H tree(nat),X H tree(nut), 
Y0 H nat, U0 H nat, V0 - tree(nat), W0 H tree(O):X0 H tree(nat) > 
Therefore, 
solve(E. TC) = 
{ 
Y H nat, U H list(nat), V H tree(nat),X H tree(nat), 
Y0 H nut, U0 b-3 nat, V0 - tree(nat). 
W0 H tree(O),& H tree(nat), 1. 
Finally, 
MUNIFY(a,, p, U2? v) 
= solve(E, TC) r”( vars(u2) U dam(v)) 
= solve(E, 7~) t”{Y, U, V, W,X} 
= {Y H nut, U k-9 list(nat), V H tree(nat),X H tree(nat)}. 
In summary, we have designed the monomorphic type analysis by means of a 
monomorphic abstract interpretation I” - ((VMT,c), (LJ,MUNZFY)). I” uses two 
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abstract operators U : VMT x VMT H VMT and MUNIFY : Atom x VMT x Atom 
x VMT I--+ VMT which is defined in terms of the following abstract operators: solve, 
down, up : &Eqn) x VMT H VMT, rl : VMT x VMT H VMT, r” : VMT 
xp(Vars) H VMT,Ivt : Mono x Term H VMT, It: Term x VMT H Mono, 
Its : Mono x Gen H MTS, v : MTS x MTS H MTS, and V, A : Mono x Mono 
H Mono. 
6. Polymorphic type analysis 
This section designs a polymorphic abstract interpretation I’ for polymorphic 
type analysis by lifting the monomorphic abstract interpretation I” presented in 
Section 5. 
In a polymorphic type analysis, type information available before analysis is given 
in terms of polymorphic types. More type information is to be inferred from the 
given type information and the program. The mono-type that a type parameter 
may take as its value is unknown and inferred type information is expected to be cor- 
rect with respect to all assignments of mono-types to type parameters. This gives rise 
to difficulty in lifting the monomorphic abstract interpretation. For instance, the 
least upper bound of two poly-types, say j? and nut can no longer be expressed pre- 
cisely by a single type since a type parameter may assume any mono-type as its value. 
We deal with this problem by a case analysis of the structures of the types involved. 
Take ,4 ynat for an example, we consider the following three mutually exclusive 
cases: (1) fl=O, (2) BEnat and (3) fi+Or\/i’$nat. punat is nut in the 
cases (1) and (2) and it is 1 in the case (3). The p ynat is approximated by 
{(nut. /3 E 0), (nut, /i’ E nut), (1, j3 $ 0 A /? $ nut)} which is a set of pairs consisting 
of a type and a condition. Similar problems arise when we compute a least type sub- 
stitution 06 such that /3 3 06(g) where /3 E Para and 9 E Gen and when we compute 
types for subterms t, of a compound term f(t,! . . . , t,!) given a type parameter b as 
the type for f(t, , . , t,,). These problems will also be dealt with by case analysis of 
the structures of the types involved. 
Making case analysis of type structures, we need to access and express sub-struc- 
tures of types. If a mono-type JY is represented as an ordered tree in the usual way 
then a sub-structure of ,&’ is identified by the path from the root of. K to the root of 
the sub-structure. A path is a possibly empty sequence of positive integers separated 
from each other by a dot. The empty path is written as F. The set of all possible paths 
is denoted as Path. For a mono-type .,&! E Mono and a path s E Path, s may or may 
not be a valid path for .&. The sub-structure of -4’ E Mono identified by s, denoted 
by (. JY, s), is defined as follows. Let i be a positive integer, c / nz E Cons and 
ii?‘, . . . hi,,, E Mono. 
The expression (b,s) is a type parameter whose value depends on the value of /J’. 
Let Origin C Para be the set of type parameters used in expressions of type informa- 
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tion available before analysis. The expression (p,s) will be used only with type pa- 
rameters /I in Origin. Type parameters in Origin are called original type parameters 
and members of Derived dzf Origin x Path are called derived type parameters. Cr, &i, j? 
and pi denote arbitrary derived types. The set of assignments for the polymorphic 
type analysis is then d, = Origin H Mono. 
6.1. Abstract domains 
Let Poly be the set of terms than can be constructed from Cons and Derived. It is 
expected that the result of a polymorphic type analysis is expressed in terms of types 
in Poly. In this section, a poly-type means a type in Poly. 9, pi, _!2,2&, 92 and k%‘i de- 
note arbitrary poly-types. The notion of poly-type substitutions is derived from that 
of mono-type substitutions by replacing mono-types in Mono with poly-types in 
Poly. The set of poly-type substitutions is denoted by PTS. The notion of variable 
poly-typings is derived from that of variable mono-typings in the same way. The 
set of variable poly-typings is denoted by VPT. Poly-types, poly-type substitutions 
and variable poly-typings are elementary polymorphic data descriptions corre- 
sponding to mono-types, mono-type substitutions and variable mono-typings, 
respectively. 
The case conditions generated by case analysis are conjunctions of primitive case 
conditions. A primitive case condition is a constraint on the principal constructor of 
a sub-structure of a mono-type that may be assigned to an original type parameter. 
Syntactically, a primitive case condition is either _true, or false, or of the form 
Ie,c/ml or of the form\/?,c/m~ where BEDerived and c/mECons. 
1 /3, c / ‘p 1 is read as that /? is well-defined and its principal constructor is c / m 
and \ /I, c / m 1 is read as that either B is not well-defined or its principal construc- 
tor is not c / m. The set of all case conditions is denoted by Case. We use b, bj, c and 
ci to denote arbitrary case conditions. 
For the polymorphic type analysis, a polymorphic data description is a set of pairs 
consisting of an elementary polymorphic data description and a case condition. In 
correspondence to mono-types, mono-type substitutions, and variable mono-typ- 
ings, we define 
Poly 0 Case $5 { (LF’, c) 1 P E Poly A c E Case 
r\vK E &.(K(C) --+ (K(g) E Mono))}, 
PTS @Case dAf { (06, c) I 06 E PTS A c E Case 
A’dK E d,.(K(C) -+ (K(k) E MTS))}, 
VPT QCase dAf { (I(, c) I p E VPT A c E Case 
A VK E &(K(C) + (K(p) E VMT))}. 
A pair in Poly @Case is called a conditional poly-type. It consists of a poly-type 
and a case condition such that the instance of the poly-type under any assignment 
satisfying the case condition is a mono-type. A pair in PTS @Case is called a condi- 
tional poly-type substitution. It consists of a poly-type substitution and a case con- 
dition such that the instance of the poly-type substitution under any assignment 
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satisfying the case condition is a mono-type substitution. We use 06 and 06, to denote 
arbitrary conditional poly-type substitutions. A pair in VPT @Case is called a con- 
ditional variable poly-typing. It consists of a variable poly-typing and a case condi- 
tion such that the instance of the variable poly-typing under any assignment 
satisfying the case condition is a variable mono-typing. We use ji. &, v and vi to de- 
note arbitrary conditional variable poly-typings. 
Definition 6.1. Let (ED’, C’), lE, [O]) be ((M one, 3 ), Poly, 0) or ((MW2), PTS, S) 
or ((VMT,c),VPT, 0). Let K E dl,d+ E D’,(e,c) E lEoCase and d’ E &EoCase). 
d+ is said to be covered by (e,c) under K iff K(C) and d+C+K(e). d+ is said to be 
covered by d’ under K iff d+ is covered by (e, c) under K for some (e, c) E d’. 
Let d’ be a polymorphic data description. Under an assignment K, a pair 
(e, c) E d’ either covers a set of monomorphic data descriptions if K(C) H true or 
covers the empty set of monomorphic data descriptions if K(C) +-+ false. The set of 
monomorphic data descriptions covered by a polymorphic data description d’ under 
K is the union of the sets of monomorphic data descriptions covered by its members 
under K. For instance, the set {(Zi.st(nat), 1 (cc,c),l / 0 I), ((a,~), 1 (a,~), nat / 0 I), 
(list(O), true)} f o conditional poly-types covers mono-types nat, list(O) and 0 under 
the assignment {a H nat}; and it covers mono-types list(nat), list(O) and 0 under 
the assignment {a H 1). Note that the set of monomorphic data descriptions cov- 
ered by a polymorphic data description under an assignment is downwards closed 
with respect to the partial order on the complete lattice of monomorphic data de- 
scriptions. 
Let (p, c) E VPT @Case and K E A,. (K o p, K(C)) describes the same set of substi- 
tutions as K 0 p if K(C) ++ true and it describes the empty set of substitutions if 
K(C) ++ false. A conditional variable poly-typing (11,) cl) is said to be subsumed by 
another conditional variable poly-typing (pLz, c2), denoted as, (p,, cl) < (p2, cz), if, 
for any K E $1 (K 0 11, K(C,)) d escribes a smaller set of substitutions than 
(KO P2>'4c2)). 
(P.,,Cl) K (p2,cz) dAff(cl Ac2 + &P2) Aqcl A -2 + p1 = 1). (6.1) 
Lemma 6.1. << is a preorder on VPT @Case. 
Let @I, @2 E p(VPT @Case) and define 
V(c, --+ PI = J-1 
@, 5” @2d~ff(/Q,c,) E @I. V 
3b2rc2) E @2.((h>cl) +l bz,c2)) 
db is a preorder on pi!PT @Case) with the transitivity of db following from that of 
<<. Define @I M” @2 = (@I db @2) A (@2 3” @r). zb is an equivalence relation on 
p(VPT @Case). The abstract domain for polymorphic analysis is the set of equiva- 
lence classes of zb ordered by db, _). 
’ Implicit universal quantifiers bind all original type parameters in its scope to mono-types. 
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HP I 34 E @I@ @l &))I,~ is equivalent to [@IED with respect to zb and is down- 
closed with respect to 5’. 
Lemma 6.2. (DCVPT. C’! I’, T5, n’, u’) is a complete lattice. 
Let [@I,> E DCVPT and K E A,. 
r,([@],,,K) d"‘ u 7,([KOP]e). 
(h.C)E@)Ah.(C) 
Tr is well defined because K o ,u is a variable mono-typing whenever K(C) H true. T1 is 
monotonic in its first argument since yr is monotonic on VMT and function compo- 
sition o is monotonic in both of its arguments. For simplicity, an equivalence class 
[@I=> of Eb will be represented by one of its members and will be written as @ which 
is a set of conditional variable poly-typings. For the efficiency of analysis, it is desir- 
able to represent an equivalence class of zb by a non-redundant set of conditional 
variable poly-typings in the sense that no conditional variable poly-typing in the 
set is subsumed by another and that the set does not contain any conditional variable 
poly-typing with an unsatisfiable case condition. We will consider this issue later. 
6.2. Lifting monomorphic operators 
Given a polymorphic data description that covers a set of monomorphic data de- 
scriptions under an assignment, an abstract operator fl* for the polymorphic type 
analysis is designed by lifting a corresponding abstract operator 6’ for the 
monomorphic type analysis. The design strategy is to make sure that, for any assign- 
ment K, any polymorphic data description d’, and any monomorphic data descrip- 
tion dt covered by d’ under K, the result of applying et to dt will be covered by 
the result of applying L” to d’ under ti. 
Definition 6.2. Let ((ED;, ct), E;, 0) be ((Mono, 3 ), Poly, 0) or((MTS,c), PTS, 44) 
or ((VMT,c),VPT, 0) for O<i<n, and &+: Di x...x UID~H@, and 
fit: (Et @Case) x ... x (E, QCase) H @([to @Case) be operators. 0: is a lifting of 
& iff, for all (e,, ci) E Ej @Case with 1 < i < n and all K E A, such that 
/j K(Ci). 
I <;<?I 
3(e,,co) E C!((el,c,), . , (e,,c,))(K-(co) A Ct(K(ei), . . ,K(4)Ctdeo)) (6.2) 
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Given a lifting fl! of an abstract operator 8’ for the monomorphic type analysis, 
the corresponding abstract operator 0’ for the polymorphic type analysis is con- 
structed as follows. The application of E’ to a polymorphic data description is ob- 
tained as the union of the results of applying 0s to all pairs in the polymorphic 
data description, with redundancy being removed. In the following section, we will 
design the abstract unification operator for the polymorphic type analysis by lifting 
the abstract unification operator for the monomorphic type analysis. 
6.3. Abstract un$cation operator 
Since U’ is a polymorphic r,-abstraction of U with respect to A,. it remains to de- 
fine a polymorphic Y,-abstraction PUNIFY of UNIFY with respect to A, in order to 
complete I’. PUNIFY is defined by lifting MUNIFY. Moreover, PUNIFY is defined 
in terms of operators 6; that lift the operators @ in terms of which MUNIFY is de- 
fined. In this way, the proof that PUNIFY a polymorphic r,-abstraction of UNIFY 
with respect to A, will be broken down into proving that Lfj is a lifting of crt. If 
((EDI. Ci). Eo, 0) is ((VMT,c),VPT. 0) then the condition for (i! to be a lifting 
of (“+ can be weakened into the following: for all (ei, c,) E E, @Case with 1 < i 6 n 
and all K E A, such that A,<,<,, K(c,), 
c”+(K(e+)Y.. . , K(e,)) # E i 
j(e,,,co) E (p:((e+!ci).. . . , ( e,,c,))(ti(co) A lp+(rc(e+):. . k-(e,,))C_+ti(eo)). 
This is because 1 describes the empty set of substitutions and hence removing any 
pair (p!c) satisfying Vti E A,(K(c) + K(P) = 1) from a set of conditional variable 
poly-typings will result in an equivalent set of conditional variable poly-typings with 
respect to z>. 
Lifting il and A : The difficulty in expressing the least upper bound of poly-types 
is overcome by a case analysis of the structures of poly-types. The result is that the 
least upper bound is approximated by a set of conditional poly-types. Let 
5 E Derived and 9 E Poly. If 9 = 1 then 5 U/.Y is represented by ((1, true)}. If 
./p = 0 then g ~9’ is represented by {(&,tme)}. If 9 = Cc then X v.9 is 
represented by { (% true)}. If 9 _= a and /? $6 then & ~9 is approximated by 
{ (5, p = 0), (8, Cc = 0), (1, ii # 0 A fi # 0)). If 9 = ~(9,. . . . 1 ,9,) with m 3 0 then 
the approximation of Cc v.9 is derived by considering three mutually exclusive cases: 
(1) ji=o; (2) 1 cc.c/m 1; and (3) E # 0 A \ 6, c / m 1 . The cases (1) and (3) corres- 
pond to (9, cl = 0) and (1, ii # 0 A \ ii, c / m \ ) respectively. The case (2) involves 
approximating each (E, i) ~9~ for 1 < i < m by a collection of conditional poly-types 
and forming conditional poly-types from the constructor c / m, the conditional poly- 
types approximating ($ i) ~9, for each 1 < i < m and the case condition 1 X, c / m 1. 
Symmetric operators V/, h : (Poly 0 Case) x (Poly 0 Case) H p( Poly @ Case) 
lifting v and /1 respectively are defined in Fig. 4 where the symmetry of both V, 
and A , is removed for simplicity. Note that ji = 1 is logically equivalent to 
~~,l/O~.cr#lto \&l/O\ ,cl=Oto I&,0/01 andx#Oto \&O/O]. Ifwe 
replace every occurrence of ix = 1, ii # 1, X = 0 and 5 # 0 with its equivalent then 
the case condition of a conditional poly-type is a conjunction of primitive case con- 
ditions. The subformula ci A C~A 1 ii,c / m I in the formula cl A C~A j ii:c / m / 
A r\:y b, is necessary for m = 0 but redundant for m > 0. The subformula cl A cz 
in the formula cl A c2 A A::: bi is necessary for m = 0 but redundant for m > 0. 
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Operator Yf : (Poly@Case) x (Poly@Case) CI p(P0ly~Cas.c) 
(0, ~1) VI (Q, 4 = {(Q, CI A 4) 
(l,c~)k (Q,cz) = {(~,cIAcz)} 
(kc,) yi (P,cz) = 1 {@,Cl ACZ)) ifB-6 {(~,~=~AC~AC~),(~?.~=~ACC~AC~),(~,~#OA~#OAC,AC~)}~~~~~ 
(~,cI) YI (c(Q,,.~.,Qm),cz) = 
1 
{(C@I,‘.~,%),CI Acz A IEr,c/ml A/ji~~bi)/(Ri, b;) E ((C,i),cl A I6,c/ml)~~(Q,,c~)) 
{(~(Q~,~~-,Q,),~=OAC~A~~~,(~.~#OA~U,C/~~A~~AC~)} 
t(c(%, ..,‘J%),cI AczAA::;lbi)I(%,bi) E (P,,c$,(Q,,cz)] 
(d(R,...,P,),c,)k (c(Q~,...,Q,),cz) = if c/m = d/l 
{(LcI AC,)} if c/m # d/l 
Operator ?I, : (Poly@Case) x (Poly@Case) Y p(Poly@Case) 
(l,cl) fir (Q,cz) = {(Q,c, Acz)) 
(‘&cl) fil (Q,cz) = {(‘Xc, Acz)} 
@*Cl) fil (P,cz) = {(~,cI A cd) 
1 - 
ifbe& 
{(it,p= 1Acl AC&(&~= 1Ac1 Acz),(&d # 1Aj # 1 Aq Acz)) if j$ 6 
(6~1) fi, (c(Q,,...,Q,),cz) = 
{ 
{(c(%;~.,%n),c~ AczAl~,cimlAAi=;lbi)l(R,,b,) E ((G,i),ct Al~,cl~l)fir(Qi,cz)) 
~(C(Q~,~~~,Q~),~=~AC~AC~~,~O,~~#~AY~~,C/~YAC~ACZ)~ 
(d(P,,...,P,),c,)& (c(Q,;.~,Qm,,cz) = 
1 
{(@~t,...,%),cl A~:!A/\::;bi)l(R,,bi) E (P,,c~)fir(Q.>cz)} 
if c/m = d/l 
((0, ~1 A cz)] if c/m # d/l 
Fig. 4. Approximate least upper bound and greatest lower bound operators. 
Example 6.1. By the definition of A I, 
((c(, l), (a, 1) = 1A 1 (a, E), list / 1 I) A i(nat, true) 
i 
(nut, 1 (a, l),nat / 0 1 /\(a, 1) = IA 1 (cqe), list / 1 / Atme), 
= (nat, (a, 1) = 1 A (c(, 1) = IA 1 (a, E), list / 1 1 Atrue), . 
(0, (c1,l) # 1 A \ (ct, l),nat / 0 \ A (x,1) = 1A 1 (a, E), list / 1 I Atme) 
Two of the three conditional poly-types have unsatisfiable case conditions which 
will make case conditions in two conditional variable poly-typings in Example 6.2 
unsatisfiable. 
The following lemma states that Y, and h [ are respectively liftings of V and A . 
Lemma 6.3. For any (9, cl), (9, Q) E Poly 0 Case and any K E Al such that K(c,) and 
K(C2), 
(a) there is a (92, c) E (9, cl) ~~(22, c2) such that K(C) and ~(9) ~~(22) 5 ~(93); and 
(b) there is a (2,~) E (9,~) h [(ii?,c2) such that K(C) and ~(9) h ~(9) 3 ~(9). 
Lifting Ivt and n : For a mono-type 4 E Mono and a term t E Term, the abstract 
unification operator MUNZFY for monomorphic type analysis needs to compute 
Eut(Af, t) - the least variable mono-typing to describe all substitutions 13 such that 
O(t) E y(d). We now design a lifting lvt, : (Poly 0 Case) x Term H p(VPT @Case) 
of lvt. Since lvt makes use of 17 which computes the greatest lower bound 
of two variable mono-typings, we first define Tr I : (VPT QCase) x (VPT @Case) 
H p(VPT @Case) which approximates the greatest lower bound of two conditional 
variable poly-typings by a set of conditional variable poly- typings. 
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Let ,i& = (p,, q) E VPT QCase, ji2 = (p2,c2) E VPT OCase,dom(,q) U ~oM(& = 
WI, . . ’ ,&,}. Define pi(Y) ef (pi(g), ci) for any 9 E Poly. 
p, l-7 & def U (((4 +-+Pj I 1 <j<m},c, Ac2 A b,)). 
(%.blEP,@‘I) x 1,%(x1) l<j<m 
V’m.bm)EP, kd n /PzF’m) 
Example 6.2. This example illustrates n [ and l-77. Let 
i4 = (0, (a, e) = I), 
Fz = (V +-+ (a, l)), (4 1) = IA I (a, E), list / 1 I), 
j& = ({Y ++ nat,X H (a, l)}, I (c(, l), nut / 0 1 A I (cc E), list / 1 I), 
j& = ({X H nut, Y0 H (a,~),& H nut}, true). 
By the definition of rf ,, 
& rl ,j& = ({XI-+ nut, Yo I-+ (cx,E),& H nut}, (CI,E) = 1). 
j& ~‘7 ,p, by definition of ~7 I and Example 6.1 
= 
({ 
X H nut, 
r, H (a, f), 
x0 I--+ nut 
(i 
X t-+ nut, 
yo ++ (toe), 
X0 H nut 
(I 
x H 0, 
yo ++ (E,E), 
x0 t--+ nut 
nut / 0 \ A 
, (a, 1) = LA I (cI,E), list / 1 ( A I (a, l),nut / 0 I , 
, (ct, 1) = IA ( (a, E), list / 1 I A \ (x, l), 
4 1) # 1) 
~5’ {({X H nut, Y0 H (c(, 6),X0 f--+ nut}, (cc, 1) = 1A 1 (ct. E). list / 1 I)} 
Note that two conditional variable poly-typings with unsatisfiable case conditions 
have been removed since they describe the empty set of substitutions under any as- 
signment of mono-types to original type parameters. The following can be obtained 
similarly, 
~5’ {({Y ++ nut,X t-+ nut, Yo H (a,~),& t-i nut}. 
I (a, l),nat / 0 I A l (a,~), list / 1 I)}. 
Therefore, {a,, ,ii2, a,} n y{i&} = (PI n/&4) U (Pz fl I%) U 64 fl /i&) zb hr F6, F~T)~ 
where 
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11,=({X~nat,YoH(a,t),XOHnat},(cr,E),=l), 
& = ({X ++ nut, Y” ++ (a: 6),X, H nat}, (x, 1) = IA 1 (cx, E), list / 1 I), 
,G, = ({Y H nat!X H nut, YO H (a, 6),X0 ++ nat}, 
1 (x, l),nat / 0 ) A 1 (qe)! list / 1 I). 
The following lemma states that 17, is a lifting of Tp because L describes the 
empty set of substitutions. 
Lemma 6.4. For any (pi, cl), (p2, ~2) E VPT @Case anduq~ K E Al S&I that K(q) ad 
K(C2h if’ KO PI n K 0 p2 # 1 then there is u (p3, cj) E (p,, cl) n l(p2, Q) such that 
K(Q) and (K 0 p1 m K O PdcK- 0 /13. 
lvt, propagates a conditional poly-type (9, c) downwards a term t and obtains a 
set of conditional variable poly-typings such that, for any K E A,, if K(C) then the set 
of substitutions 0 such that d(t) E y(~(9')) is described by a variable mono-typing 
that is covered by the set of conditional variable poly-typings under K. If 9 = i is 
a derived type parameter and t = f(t, , . . . , t,,) is a compound term then it is necessary 
to make a case analysis of the structure of 6. Let 
,f(~l,.“,x,,): cm,.. ..P,) t--x, : 53 I,..., x,: Yn 
Conditional variable poly-typings are generated for two mutually exclusive cases 
Cc = 1 and X # 1 A ii # OA 1 5, c / ml. There is no need to generate conditional vari- 
able poly-typings for the case 2 = 0 or the case ji # 1 A \ ii, c / m 1 since there is 
no substitution 0 such that O(t) E -g(~(cI)) f or any K satisfying either of them. The 
case & = 1 corresponds to the conditional variable poly-typing (0, c A Cc = 1). The 
case ji = c((ji, l), . . , (ii, m)) corresponds to a set of conditional variable poly-typings 
which are obtained by first propagating (06(9,), c A 12 # 1 A Cc # Or\ I ii, c / m I) down- 
wards t, where 06 = {fij H (6,j) I 1 <j < m}, and then approximating their greatest 
lower bound. 
Let f (xl . . . . ,Xn) : c(p,, . . . ,/I$,) t Xl: 9,, . . . ,X,: 3,. Define 
lvt,( (Pp: c),X) e! {({X I-+ 9},c)} 
lvt,((l, c), t) de’((0,c)) 
W(C c),f(tl: . . ! 67)) def ((0.c A ii = 1)) 
no 
U 
i 
II ,;<.lUt/((k(yi), cA I KC / m I), tl) 
where 06 = {pi H (&j) 1 1 <j<m} 
Zvt,( (d(P, ! . . . ,Y,), c),f(t,, . ) tn)) Ef 
0 ifd/I#c/m, 
Tp” ,, GiS.W(!Ng,), c), ti) if d / 1 = c / m, 
where 06 = {pi M 9, ( 1 <j<m} 
Example 6.3. This example illustrates Iut,. Let type definitions be given as in Example 
4.1. By the definition of lvtl, we have 
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W((M, 61, true), b(Y)JI) 
= ((0, (6 6) = 1)) U (M(((a, 11, I (a, ~1, list / 1 I)34Y)) 
~TW(W(6 111, I(a,f), list / 1 I), [A)). 
29 
The two invocations to Zutr in the above computation are accomplished as follows: 
(&(((a, I), I (g,f), list / 1 I),dY)) 
= { (0, ( (a, e), list / 1 I A\(@, 1) = I)} 
U Iutl((nat, 1 (a, E), list / 1 I A 1 (cc l), nat / 0 I), Y) 
= ((0.1 (a,t),list/ 1 j A(u.1) = l),({Y~nat}:I (LXF), 
list / 1 / A I (tx l),nat / 0 I)}, 
h((W(a, 111, I ((x,6), list / 1 I), lx]) 
= htl((k(P?), I (a,c), list / 1 1),X) ~~lut,((k(list(&)), / (a. F), list / 1 I). [ 1) 
with 06 = {,& I-+ (2, 1)) 
= lut,(((a, l), / (a, E), list / 1 1),X) nTlut,((list((cc, 1)). I (a, E). list / 1 I). [ 1) 
= {(ix - (x, I)}, I (a,~), list / 1 I))> T{(@,tr4) 
= {(IX ++ (a. 111, I (4~)~ list / 1 1)). 
Therefore. 
lct,(((cc, F), true), [s(Y),X]) = ((0, (M> E) = 1)) 
” ({Y 1 
(0, / (c~, t): list / 1 1 A(a, 1) = I), 
H nut}, I (@,E), list / 1 I A I (a, l),nat / 0 I) 
nT{({x ++ (u, I)), I (a,~), list / 1 I)), 
(0, (%f) = 1): 
= 
i 
({X - (6 I)}, / (a, f), list / 1 l A(c1, 1) = l)), 
({Y~nat,X~(~,1)},~(~,~),list/l~A\((3,1).nat/0/) 
= {fil, ,i&, p3} with jIi,, ,i$, ,& being those in Example 6.2. 
The following lemma states that Ivt, is a lifting of lut since _L describes the empty 
set of substitutions. 
Lemma 6.5. For any t E Term, any (.Y, b) E Poly 0 Case, and un_~j K E A, Such thut 
k-(b), if Iut(~(p), t) #E then there is a (p,c) E lut,((.P, b), t) such that K(C) and 
ht(K(.~), t)cK 0 /L 
Lifting It, Its, and it : For a ,U E (Vars H Mono) and a t E Term, the abstract uni- 
fication operator MUNIFY computes lt(t: p) - the least mono-type that describes the 
set of terms d(t) for all substitutions 0 E v,(,u). This section presents a lifting 
It, : Term x (VPT @Case) c+ p(Poly @Case) of It. 
It makes use of Its to compute, for a mono-type 4’ E Mono and a general type 
C’ E Gen, the least mono-type substitution 06 such that .A! 3 k(3). For a conditional 
poly-type (9, b) E Poly @Case, and a general type 9 E Gen, Its/( (.I’p, b), 9) is a set of 
conditional poly-type substitutions that, for any K E A, such that K(b), contains a 
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conditional variable poly-typing (OQ, c) such that rc(c) H true and K o k is greater than 
Zts(K(.Y), t) with respect to c. If S = E is a derived type parameter and 
t = f(G) . ..,t,)withf(Xi ,..., Xj,): c(/? ,,..., /I,) +-Xi: 9, ,..., X,,: Sn,thencondi- 
tional poly-type substitutions are generated for the two exclusive cases 1 ii, c / m 1 and 
j 6, c / m \ . Its, : (Poly 0 C ase x ) G en H p(PTS 0 Case) is defined as follows: 
b((p, b), 1) d’f ((0, b)), 
h((~, b), B) ‘Zf {({P ++ -“p>, b)), 
h((O, b), c(P,, . . . > Pm)) ‘?i ((0, b)), 
i 
(0,E=Or\b), 
Itsr((~,b),c(P,,...,Bm))~f (w, \&c/m\ Ab), 
({Pj H (Kj) I lGj<m), 
b((d(y,,. ,~/),b),c(B~, . . ~A,)) 
g 
-i 
(({Pj H 9, I 1 ~~~ml,bH 
{hb)l 
Example 6.4. By the definitions of ltsr and Its:. 
I$({ (nut, (a, c) = I)}, P2) = Wbt, (4 6) = I), 82) 
= {({Pz H natI, (6 6) = I)), 
if cJm=dJl, 
if cJm#dJZ. 
Zt$({(Zist(O), true)}, list(&)) = Ztsl((Zist(O), true), list(&))) 
= { (0, true)} (note that 0(/J,) = 0) 
Zt$({(l, (a,c) = l)},nat) = zts[((l, (C(,E) = l),nat) 
= {(WY (% 6) = l)), 
W({(l, (% e) = l)), 82) = W(l, (a, E) = lj, PI) 
= {(uh - 11, (a, 6) = l)), 
Zt.$({(Zist(nut), (f&e) = l)}, Zist(pp)) = Zts,((Zist(nat), (a, t) = l), list(&)) 
= {({P, I-+ nut), (4 6) = 1)). 
Lemma 6.6. For any (9, b) E Poly 0 Case, any 3 E Gen and any K E A, such that K(b), 
there is a (116,~) E Zts,((Y’, b),%) such that K(C) and Zts(lc(.P), 9) clc o 06, that is, Ztsl is 
a lifting of Its. 
The operator ti I : (PTS) @Case) x (PTS @Case) ++ p(PTS QCase) defined be- 
low lifts U. Let (k,c)(Y) sf (k(P),c). Let ii = (k,,c,) E PTS QCase with 16iG.2 
and dom(o61) Udom(k~) = {pi,. . ,/?,}. 
06 Lf 06 d&f I 1 2 
{(w, Cl A c2)) 
U 
I -- 
if 061 =w VaS2 =w 
{({bj_Hj Il<j<m)>c1 ~cz~,<~+b,)} otherwise 
(q.blE& (BlMi;zuJ, J , , 
(.~m~~m)tL,(Pm)Y/k2(Al 
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Example 6.5. By the definitions of I_? 7 and u ,, 
Lemma 6.7. For any (061 ,cl), (062,q) E-PTS @ Case andany K E A, such that K(CI) c-) 
true and K(Q) +-+ true, there is a (063, c3) E (061, cl) L3 r(lt2, c2) such that 4~3) * true 
and (K o kl Lf K o 062) CK o 063. In other words, V I is a lifting of Lf . 
It, propagates a conditional variable poly-typing upwards a term and obtains a set 
of conditional poly-types. Let f(& , . . . ,X,,) : c(pl,. . . , pm) +- Xl: 31, + . . ,X,,: %,,. 
&(X,8 gf mm), 
w.f(tl,~ ..,fn),C()d~f{(06(C(PI,...,B,)) ( kE L;t~1416.1tS~(zfl(ti,Ji),~)}. 
Example 6.6. Let type definitions be given as in Example 4.1 and & be that in 
Example 6.2. This example shows how ftl works by computing Zt,( [,r( Y), X], &). By 
the definitions of ItI and Its:, 
Therefore, 
= k(list(&)) 1 ii E 
1 ( 
Jtg({bt, (a, El = VI1 PA 
BP 
ii 
by Example 6.4 
Its~({(list(O), true)}, list(&)) 
= {~(JWd) I 06 E {(U4 H nut}, (a, E) = 1)) I-?:{ (0, true)}} by Example 6.5 
= @(Zist(P,)) I C E {({Pz +-+ nut), (66) = I)11 
= { (Zist(nut), (a, 6) = 1)). 
= {k(nut) ( ii E Its~(lt,(Y,p~),nut)} 
= {ii(m) I ii E h;({(l, (a, E) = l)},nut)} by Example 6.4 
= ((1, (%C) = 1)). 
so, 
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Lemma 6.8. For any (11, b) E VPT @Case, any t E Term and any K E A, such that 
K-(b) H true, there is a (9, c) E It,(,u, b)) such that K(C) and It(t, K o p) 3 K(P), that is, 
It, is a lifting of it. 
Lifting MUNIFY, solve, up and down. The abstract unification operator PUNIFY 
for polymorphic type analysis is defined by lifting the abstract unification operator 
MUNZFY for monomorphic type analysis. PUNIFY performs pre-unification in 
the same way as MUNZFY and then propagates polymorphic type information by 
an operator solve, : p(Eqn) x (VPT @Case) H p(VPT @Case) which is a lifting of 
solve. The propagation of polymorphic type information downwards and upwards 
a set of equations in solved form are performed by down, : p(Eqn) x (VPT @Case) 
H p(VPT @Case) and upi : p(Eqn) x (VPT @Case) H p(VPT QCase) which are lift- 
ings of down and up respectively. 
For a /i = (p,c) E VPT @Case and an X E Vars, p(X) ‘%’ (p(X),c). Given a 
p E VPT @Case and an E E p(Eqn), down, first obtains a set of conditional variable 
poly-typings for each (X = t) E E by propagating p(X) downwards t and then ap- 
proximates the greatest lower bound of these sets of conditional variable poly-typ- 
ings plus {p}. 
Example 6.7. This example illustrates down,. Let & = ({ YO H (CC, E), X0 H nut}: true). 
By the definition of down/, 
down/(& =X, XI = b(Y)JI), go) 
= {i$} n p~vt/(Fo(~o),X) r-7 pWPo(r,), b(Y)Jl) 
= {Do} n yZut,((nat, true),X) Tr Tlut,(((x,c), true), [s(Y),X]) 
by Example 6.3 and the definition of lvtl 
& tl*o> r-f P{(V H nat), true)1 n X4,112, &1 
72 b%!) n;G41iG>P3) 
by Example 6.2 
M’ {,i&,&,,&} withji ,,... , p7 being those in Example 6.2 
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Given a ji E VPT @Case and an E E p(Eqn), up/ first obtains a set of conditional 
poly-types for each (X = t) E E by propagating p upwards t, then forms a set of con- 
ditional variable poly-typings from these sets of conditional poly-types and finally 
approximates the greatest lower bound of the set of conditional variable poly-typings 
plus @L). 
Example 6.8. Let type definitions be given as in Example 4.1 and p=, j&, ,ii7 be those in 
Example 6.2. Then 
~PI({& = x, r, = [s(Y),-q}; cls) 
by Example 6.6 
(%c2) E W(Y):4,P5) 1 
i 
(~P,,c,) E {(e (U!f) = 1)) 
= {&I n 7 ({X0 H‘~,,YOHC~p2}>C,AC2 A 
(92, C2) E {(Wl), (% 6) = 1) 
= {a51 rl :{(wo +-+ nat, Y, I--+ list(l)}, (a, E) = 1)) 
= {({X H nut, Y. H list(l),& H nut}, (c1, E) = 1)) 
Similarly, 
= {({X H nat, YO H li.st((cc, l)),& H nut}, 1 (cc E)? list / 1 1 A(a, 1) = l)}, 
UPl(WO =x, r, = [s(Y),X]},ji,) 
=i(i Y-nat,X++nat, Yo4ist(nat),&Hnat 1 , I(a, 1) nat/Ol A I(dl.t), list/l1 )I 
Given a ji E VPT @Case and an E E p(Eqn), solve, first propagates ,ii downwards 
E to obtain a set of conditional variable poly-typings and then propagates each of 
these conditional variable poly-typing upwards E. 
soluel(E, Ji) dsf u up/(E, 9 
rtdown~(E.Ji) 
Example 6.9. Let po, j&, ,ii6, & be those in example 6.7. By Example 6.7, 
dOW({Xo = x, r, = [s(Y),XI), PO) = ii&, Ps, i&j. 
Therefore 
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sok({Xo =x, xl = [s(Y),X]}, p,) 
= up&W =x, r, = [s(Y)X]}, &) U upt({Xo =x, Yo = [s(Y),X]}, &) 
u upr({Xo =x, r, = [s(Y),X]}J,) 
by Example 6.8 
i 
({X t--+ nut, YO H list(l),&, H nut}, (a, E) = l), 
({X t--b nut, YO H list((c4, l)),& k nut}, 1 (a, c), Zist / 1 1 A(cq 1) = l), = 
(1 
Y b-+ nut, X H nut, 
YO H list(nat),Xo h nut 1 
, I Cc6 l),nat / 0 I A I (M, E), list / 1 I 
> 1. 
Lemma 6.9. For any (,u, c) E VPT QCase any E E p(Eqn), and any K E A, such that 
K(c), 
(a) ifdown (E, K 0 p) # f then there is a (uLI,cI) E downt(E, (u, c)) such that K(c~) 
and down (E, K o p) CK o p,, and, 
(b) ifup (E, K 0 p) # I then there is a (u,, cl) E upt(E, (,u, c)) such that K(c,) and up 
(E, K 0 u) CK 0 u1 and, 
(c) if solve (E, K o p) # I then there is a (u,, cl) E soluet(E, (,a, c)) such that K(c~) 
and sohe (E, K 0 p) CK o p,. 
In other words, down,, upt and solve, are liftings of down, up and solve respectively 
because f describes the empty set of substitutions. 
Given al, a2 E Atom and @I, ~02 E p(VPT @Case), PUNIFY first performs preuni- 
fications and then propagates each conditional variable poly-typing in a similar way 
to MUNIFY. Let dam(@) %f UC+EG dom(,u). 
PUNZFY (al, (P,,az, @) kf 
I 
let E = eq(mgu(y(al),az)), 
V = uars(a2) U dam(@) 
in 
{ 
U solve~(E,(Y(p,)Up2,~~A~2))~bV ifE#faiZ, 
(Pl>Cl)E$ 
(Q>C2)E@2 
0 if E = fail, 
@tbV Sf {WW I (cl,4 E @). 
Example 6.10. Let 
al = foo(x, Y), 
a2 =foo(x, W)JI), 
@I = {({Y ++ (a, c),X H nut}, true)}, 
@2 = ((0, true)}. 
Suppose that Y(Z) = 20 for all 2 E Vars. We have 
‘.a.! ‘suo!lnlysqns 
JO ps ,Qdwa ayj saqrmap sLr?~p 14 am!s )uepunpal a.m { E_n ‘z_n 'ht } U! z_n put! '4 =q+ 
.(I / W‘(3‘d) i‘{((I‘d))W c-l M‘(3‘d) +--x4 
‘((I 'd))w ++n 'WI) ++d) = 
(“q ‘ht) = Et2 
- <(I I /Is!l‘(~‘~)I'{(~‘d)--IM‘(~‘d) ++A‘(OW ++n‘(r‘d) ++L)) = 
(“q %t) = 56 
‘(I 0 / o’(3‘d) I'I(3‘d) ++M‘(O)WZ ++ i-2)) = 
(‘q “A) = ‘6 
.passaldxa uo~~eu1.103~~ ad,Q ampal IOU saop Q uro.13 It~our 
-a.’ sir leyl asuas ay4 u! @ u! mepunpal s! ‘rj ‘a.to3aIayL .(a = ‘ti c ‘3)A ‘.a.! ‘suoy 
-nlpsqns 30 Jas hdwa aqJ saqysap S&M~ ‘?j 10 %j >> ‘fl ‘.a.! “I! kq paumsqns s! ‘?j 
$eyl qms (5~ ‘z71) = zl! Zu!dLl-Qod alqt?!.m Im~o~)!puo~ layloue s! alay? Jayl!a 3! q~ 01 
I3adsal ql!~ { bf} \ @ 01 lua[m!nba s! @ ‘@ 3 (13 ‘Id) = Ir! pm (aSe3@ j&c? 3 @ 
la? ‘s?lydAl-1CIod a1qy.m Im~oypuo~ 30 .Iaqumu IsaIItms aq] SU!EJUOD lay, ssep 
amaIe+nba ay] 30 laqwaw ayl Lq + 30 ssep amaIt?A!nba ue luasaldal 01 aIqw!sap so 
I! ‘Q u! s%urd,QdIod aIqt+m pi~~o~ypuo~ 30 leyl PUB ‘Q u! s8urdQ-LIod aIqy_mi 
IFXIO!J~~UOCI 30 laqwnu ayl30 Impold ayl 01 IsuoIvodoId s! (Q ‘ZD ‘1~ “~)m~~nd 
30 ,$xaIduroD auy ay$ acms ‘,M 01 IDadsal qlr~ sluaI-eA!nba sl! 30 las ay] 30 alzy 
-eluasaldal E SE a, s%yd&LIod a1qy.m pmop!puo~ 30 )as E pasn 1123 0s amy aM 
“v 01 1mh.i YlZM ((MzNn ‘n) ‘(5 ‘(S)‘@d)) = I 
JO uo,wwsqv-~~ oyf.mzu@d v s! (&mnd‘,n) $3 ‘ldA3a)) = qz ‘1’9 ~=O%L 
6’9 aIdumx3 Ilq 
L’g aIdwex3 I.I~ WI+ 8uyaq O1! ~I!M A qJ (O?J’ ‘z)‘aqos = (I@ ‘Zv “@ “v)mz~rd 
‘OS 
.{x’x) = A 
‘{([X‘(A)Sl = ox ‘x = “XI = Fl 
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V(bl -+ VI = 4) 
and V2 always describes a smaller set of substitutions than i$ does, i.e., 
(7.1) 
v2 << v3. (7.2) 
Eliminating redundant conditional variable poly-typings from a set of conditional 
variable poly-typings is reduced into solving constraints of special forms. By 
Eq. (6.1), in order to decide whether or not p, is subsumed by ,G,, it is necessary 
to decide the truth values of the formula V(c, A 1c2 + ,u~ = 4) and the formula 
V(cl A c2 + ~1~~2). If there is a variable X E dom(~,) such that ~1, (X) = 0 then 
the formula V(c, A 7c2 + pL1 = 1) is trivially true. Suppose that p,(X) $0 for all 
variables X E dom(p,). Then the formula V(cl A ~2 --f p, = 4) is transformed into 
the following form by first removing X ++ 9’ with 9 +Z Derived from ~1~ and then writ- 
ing X H cl in ,u, as ji = 0. 
v c1+c2v 
( 
v ji;=o . 
lif<k i 
X H 9 with P 6 Derived is removed from ,u, because ~(9) # 0 for any K E d, since 
9 is neither 0 nor a derived type parameter. Let b = cl A A, SiGk \ &,O / 0 \ and 
c = c2. Then the above formula is logically equivalent to the following formula. 
(a) V(b + c). 
The formula V(c, A c2 -+ p,!Zp2) is transformed to the following form by writing 
~1, (X) 3 pz(X) for each variable X in &wz(~~). 
(b) V(c -+ S), where c = cl A c2 and S = A 9i 3.9i. 
I <i<k 
A conditional variable poly-typing & = (p,, cl) always describes the empty set of 
substitutions if V(c) -+ p, = 4) is true. The formula V(c, ---f p1 = 1) is a special case 
of V(c, A 1c2 -+ p1 = J_) with ‘d-c2. Therefore, removing redundant conditional vari- 
able poly-typings reduces to deciding the truth values of the formulas of the forms 
(a) and (b). Solving a formula of the form (a) is to decide if one case condition c 
is a logical consequence of another case condition b, and, solving a formula of the 
form (b) is to decide if a case condition c logically implies a subtyping constraint. 
Sections 7.1 and 7.2 will present decision procedures for these forms of formulas res- 
pectively. 
Example 7.2. Formula (7.1) in Example 7.1 is logically equivalent to 
V(I(B,~),O/OI~U(B,t),O/OY +W=). (7.3) 
Formula (7.2) in Example 7.1 is logically equivalent to the conjunction of the follow- 
ing two formulae. 
V(I(k~),li~t/l t”\(P,l),O/oy A l(k~),O/o! -I(B,t),li~t/l1)(7.4) 
V(l (P,~),li~t,l I---t ( 
(p, 1) 3 (p, 1) A list(O) 3 Zi.st(@, 1)) 
A )). (7.5) 
(B, 6) ‘i (B, E) A (P, c) 3 W(P, 1)) 
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7.1. Entailment of one case condition by another 
A primitive case condition in c is either of the form 1 ii, c / m 1 or of the form 
\ Cc, c / m \ . This enables us to separate primitive case conditions on one derived 
type parameter from those on another. 1 ii, c / m 1 restricts the principal constructor 
of Cc to {c / m} whilst \ t?, c / m \ restricts the principal constructor of ~5 to 
Cons \ {c / m}. Each primitive case condition on cl restricts the principal constructor 
of ‘5 to a subset of Cons. c J Cc is defined as the intersection of the subsets of Cons to 
which primitive case conditions in c restrict the principal constructor of 6. 
true 1 cl d&f Cons. 
,faIse i 4 %f! 0, 
c 1 Cc is well defined for every derived type parameter including those not appear- 
ing in c. Vc iff c 1 cl = Cons for every 6 and ‘d~c iff c 1& = 0 for some &. 
Now consider the truth value of V( b + c). If Vc then Y( b + c) is true. If Vlc then 
V(b + c) is equivalent to -3b which is true if b 1 6 = 0 for some k The case that nei- 
ther Vc nor VTC is dealt with according to the following lemma. 
Lemma 7.1. Let b, c E Case, ~VC, and ~‘dlc. Then V( b + c) ifsc 1 ji > b 1 &for every 
type parameter i occurring in c. 
Example 7.3. Formula (7.3) in example 7.2 holds since VT false holds and 
(I (B> EL 0 / 0 I A u (A f)>O / 0 u 1 I (B> El = 0. 
This implies that V, in example 7.1 is redundant since (7.3) is logically equivalent to 
(7.1) in Example 7.1. 
Formula (7.4) in Example 7.2 holds since 
(l(B.t).~i~t/ll~\U(B:l)!O/OU A U(B,~),OIOU)IUL~) 
=I (/3. F), list / 1 II (b,t) = {list / 1). 
7.2. Entailment oj’a subtyping constraint by a case condition 
The truth of V(c + S) is tested by a rewriting system in Fig. 5. A rewriting rule of 
the form c D S -+ Sr reads that S reduces to Si in the context c in one step. The re- 
writing rules are intended to allow rewriting of S into its equivalents in the context c 
in every possible way. In other words, it is intended that V(c -+ S) is true iff S can be 
rewritten into true in the context c. 
The rules (a)-(c) remove those subtyping constraints that are always true. The 
rules (d)-(i) replace a primitive subtyping constraint by an equivalent conjunction 
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(a) CDS A o+cP - s 
(b) CDS A ?‘31- S 
(c) CDS A 636 - s 
(d) cDSAc(p,;..,pn)~c(Ql,“.,&,)- SAA,,i,,Pi3~, 
(e) cbS A &rP ?rt S if c 1 C? = {O/O} 
(f) CDS A P3& - s if c 1 & = {l/o} 
(9) cDSAC(P~;..,P~)~~- SAA,<i<,Pi3(G,i) if c 1 ii \ {l/O} = {c/n} -- 
(h) cDSA&~c(P~,~~~,P,)~ S Al\,<i<,(ir,i)~P~ if c 1 a \ {O/O} = {c/n) -- 
(i) CDS A c=j ^ri S A /\,<i<,(6, i)@, i) 
if 6 $ p A c 1 &\ TO/O} = c 1 p \ {l/O} = {c/n} for some c/n E Func 
Fig. 5. The rewriting system for test V(c + S). 
of primitive subtyping constraints according to the definition of 3 . The rule (e) re- 
moves a primitive subtyping constraint if its hand side is 0 in the context c. The rule 
(f’) removes a primitive subtyping constraint if its right hand side is 1 in the context c. 
In the rules (g)-(h), one side of the primitive subtyping constraint is a derived type 
parameter. The condition in the rule (g) ensures that any mono-type value of the de- 
rived type parameter on the right hand side is either 1 or has the same principal con- 
structor as the type on the left hand side. Similarly, the condition rule (h) ensures 
that any mono-type value of the derived type parameter on the left hand side is either 
0 or has the same principal constructor as the type on the right hand side. In the rule 
(i), two sides of the primitive subtyping constraint are different derived type param- 
eters, its condition makes sure that either the mono-type value of the derived type 
parameter on the left hand side is 0 or the mono-type value of the derived type pa- 
rameter on the right hand side is 1 or they have the same principal constructor. 
Let c D S -+* Si denote that S reduces to S1 in context c in multiple steps. Formal- 
ly, c D S -+* S, iff Si = S or there exists So such that c D S --+* So and c D So -+ Si. 
Lemma 7.2. V(c -+ S) ifs c D S -+* true. 
Example 7.4. Consider formula (7.5) in Example 7.2. We have 
1 (p, E), list / 1 1 D(b, 1) 3 (p, 1) A list(o) 3 ht((fi, 1)) 
A (P, E) 3 (B, 6) A (P, E) 5 list((P, 1)) 
-+ (b de (c)) 
list(O) 3 Zist((fi, 1)) A (B, e) 3 (/I, E) A (/I, E) 3 Zist((j3,l)) 
-+ @v rule (4) 
O~(p,l)l\(p,E)~:(/j,~)/\(p,E)~:liSf((P,l)) 
- (bv rule (a)) 
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(P, E) 3 W(P, 1)) 
- @Y de @)I 
(P, 1) 3 (A 1) 
- (by de (c)l 
true 
Therefore, Eq. (7.5) holds. This, together with Example 7.3 which shows Eq. (7.4) in 
Example 7.2 holds, implies V2 < i$ in Example 7.1. 
8. Implementation and examples 
We have implemented the abstract interpretation framework and the polymorphic 
type analysis described above in SWI-Prolog on a Sun SPARC IV station running 
SunOS operating system. The abstract interpretation framework is implemented 
using O’Keefe’s least fixed-point algorithm [41]. Both the abstract interpretation 
framework and the polymorphic type analysis are implemented as meta-interpreters 
using ground representations for program variables and derived type parameters. 
The following examples present results of the polymorphic type analysis on some 
Prolog programs. 1 is written as top, 0 as bot, and p as beta. (/?, E) is also written 
as beta for /3 and (p, E) have the same value for any assignment of mono-types to 
original type parameters. X t--+ 9 is written as X / 8. A case condition c is written 
as[(&,cL&),..., (&, c 1 &)I where Cri, . . . , ii, are derived type parameters occuring 
in c. As a result, [ ] is logically equivalent to true. The type definitions for the function 
symbols occurring in these programs are those in Example 4.1. 
Example 8.1. The following is an improved quicksort program from [8] (p. 157) with 
polymorphic type analysis result. The result indicates that each variable at each 
program point has a value of an expected type when iqsort is called with its first 
argument being of type Zist(jl) for any /? E Mono. 
:- %[([Xs/list(beta)l, [ 1 )I 
iqsort(Xs, Ys) 
%[([Xs/list(beta),Ys/list(beta)], [ ] )] 
iqsort_aux([X]IT], S, R) :- 
%[([X/(beta),T/list, S/list(beta)], [ ] )] 
partition(T, X, B, A), 
%[([X/beta,T/list(beta),S/list(beta),B/list(beta), 
% Wlist(beta)l, [ 1 )I 
iqsort_aux(A, S, Sn), 
%[([X/beta,T/list(beta),S/list(beta),B/list(beta), 
% A/list(beta),Sn/list(beta)], [ ] )] 
iqsort_aux(B, [XlSn], R). 
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%[([X/beta,T/list(beta),S/list(beta),R/list(beta), 
% B/list(beta),A/list(beta),Sn/list(beta)], [ ] )] 
iqsort_aux( [ 1, S, S). 
%[([S/list(beta)l, [I 1 1 
iqsort(L, R) :- 
%[([L/list(beta)l, [ 1 )I 
iqsort_aux(L, [ 1, R). 
%[([L/list(beta),R/list(beta)], [ ] )] 
partition([X/T], P, [XIB], A) :- 
X=<%~([X/beta,T/list(beta),P/betal, [ 1 )I 
%[‘( [X/beta,T/list(beta),P/beta], [ ] )] 
partition(T, P, B, A). 
%[([X/beta,T/list(beta),P/beta,B/list(beta), 
-Wist(beta)l, 1 1 )I 
partition([XIT], P, B, [XIA]) :- 
X,~L([X/beta,T/list(beta),P/betal, [ 1 )I 
q7d[( [X/beta,T/list(beta),P/beta], [ ] )] 
partition(T, P, B, A). 
%[([X/beta,T/list(beta),P/beta,B/list(beta), 
A/list(beta)], [ ] )]. 
partition([ I, _, [ I, [ 1 1. 
%[([_/betal, [ 1 )I 
Example 8.2. The following is a buggy naive reverse program together with 
polymorphic type analysis result. The second literal in the body of the second clause 
for rev / 2 is buggy and should be append(T1, [HI, L). Called with its first argument 
being of type list(P) for any /I E Mono, rev / 2 succeeds with its second argument 
being either an empty list or a datum of type /?. This is accurately inferred by the 
polymorphic type analysis. The polymorphic type analysis also infers that whenever 
rev / 2 is called with its first argument being of type Zist(j3) for any B E Mono, 
append / 3 is called with its second argument being of type j?. This indicates that the 
program behaves unexpectedly in terms of type and that the polymorphic type 
analysis provides useful information for program debugging. 
:- %[([x/list(beta)l, [ 1 )I 
rev(X, Y). 
%[([X/list(bot),Y/list(bot)l, [ 1 1, 
%([X/list(beta),Y/betal, [ I )I 
amend([ I, L L). 
%[([L/betal, [I )I 
append( [HIT], L, [HITLI 1 : - 
%[([L/betal, [(beta, [tw/OI)l), 
%([H/(beta,l),T/list((beta,l)),L/beta], [(beta, 
[list/ll)l) 1 
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append(T, L, TL). 
%[([H/(beta,l),T/list((beta,l), L/beta,TL/ 
list((beta,l))], 
% [(beta, [list/l1 )I 1, 
% ( [T/list(top),L/betal, [(beta, [top/O1 )I 1 
rev( [ I, [ 1 1. 
%[([ I, [ III 
rev([HIT], L) :- 
%[([H/beta,T/list(beta)l, [ III 
rev(T, Tl), 
%[([H/beta,T/list(bot), Tl/list(bot)], [ I), 
%([H/beta,T/list(beta),Tl/beta], [ 1) 
append(T1, H, L). %>>append(Tl, [HI, L). 
%[([H/beta,T/list(bot),L/beta,Tl/list(bot)], [ I), 
%([H/beta,T/list(beta),Tl/list(top)], [(beta, [top/O])]), 
%([H/beta,T/list(beta),L/list((beta,l)),Tl/ 
list((beta,l))], 
% [ (beta, [list/l1 ) I) 
Example 8.3. The following is the pure Prolog program intended for inserting a 
natural number into an ordered list of natural numbers. The result of the 
polymorphic type analysis of the program indicates that, when insert / 3 is called 
with its first argument being of type fi and its second argument being of type list(/?), 
it will fail if fi # nut and j3 # 1 and the second argument is not an empty list. The 
result also indicates that if the second argument is an empty list then the first 
argument can be of any type B E Mono. This is correct since insert(s(O)], [], [[s(O)]]) is 
in the success set of the program. 
:- %[([X/beta,Y/list(beta)l, [ III 
insert(X,Y,Z). 
%[([X/beta,Y/list(bot),Z/list(beta)], [ I), 
%([X/nat,Y/list(top),Z/list(top)l, [(beta, [tw/OI)l), 
%([X/nat,Y/list(nat),Z/list(nat)], [(beta, [nat/O])]), 
%([X/beta,Y/list(nat),Z/list(top)], [(beta,[top/O])])] 
insert(X, [ 1, [Xl). 
%[([X/betal, [ III 
insert(X,[YIL], [X,YIL]) :- 
%[([X/beta,Y/beta,L/list(beta)], [ I)] 
leq(LY). 
%[([X/nat,Y/nat, L/list(beta)],[(beta,[nat/O])]), 
% ([X/nat,L/list(beta)l, [(beta), [top/ol)l)l 
insert(X,[Y/L],[YILl]) :- 
%[([X/beta,Y/beta,L/list(beta)l, [ ])I, 
gt(X,Y), 
%[([X/nat,Y/nat,L/list(beta)],[(beta,[nat/O])]), 
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%(EY/nat,L/list(beta)I, [(beta, [top/ol)l)l, 
insert (X, L, Ll). 
%[( [X/beta,Y/nat,L/list(nat),Ll/list(top)], [(beta, 
[toP/OI)l), 
%( [X/nat,Y/nat,L/list(nat),Ll/list(nat)], [(beta, 
[nat/Ol)l), 
%( [X/nat,Y/nat,L/list(beta),Ll/list(top)], [(beta, 
[toP/Ol)l)l* 
gt(s(X),O). 
%[([ I, [(beta, [top/Ol)l),([X/natl, [(beta, [nat/Ol)l)l 
@(s(Y), s(X) 1 :- 
%[(I I, [(beta, [top/O])]), ([Y/nat,X/natl, [(beta, 
[nat/Ol)l)l, 
gt(Y,X). 
%[([Y/nat,X/natl, [(beta, [nat/Ol)l), ([X/natl, [(beta, 
[toP/Ol)l)l 
leq(O,O). 
%[([ I, [(beta, [top/OI)l), ([ I, [(beta, [nat/Ol)l)l. 
leq(O, s(X) ). 
%I([ I, [(beta, [top/OI)l), ([X/natl, [(beta, [nat/Ol)l)l 
leq(s(X), s(Y) 1 :- 
%[([ I, [(beta, [top/O])]), ([X/nat,Y/natl, [(beta, 
[nat/Ol)l)l, 
leq(X, Y). 
%[([X/nat,Y/natl, [(beta, [nat/Ol)l), ([X/natl, [(beta, 
[toP/Ol)l)l 
Example 8.4. The following analysis result illustrates the limitation of the 
polymorphic type analysis. The type definitions are those in Example 4.1. The 
analysis is unable to infer accurately the following property of the append program: 
if append is called with its first argument being a list of elements of type tl and its 
second argument being a list of elements of type p, its third argument will be a list 
whose elements are either of type M: or of type /I when it succeeds. This is a 
consequence of using terms constructible from Para and Cons as type expressions. 
Codish and Demoen’s work [lo] is the only one in the literature that can infer the 
above property. Type expressions they use are terms constructible from Para and 
Cons u {+} with + being interpreted as an upper bound of mono-types. The code 
that interprets + must be an input to their type analysis system. 
:- %[([X/list(alpha),Y/list(beta)l, [ ])I 
append (X, Y, Z) 
%[([X/list(bot),Y/list(beta),Z/list(beta)], [ I), 
%([X/list(alpha),Y/list(beta),Z/list(alpha)],[(beta, 
[bot/OI)l), 
%([X/list(alpha),Y/list(beta),Z/list(top)] 
% [(beta, [nat/O, list/l, top/O] ), (alpha, [nat/O, list/l, 
toP/Ol)l)l- 
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append([ l,LL) :- 
%[([L/list(beta)l, [ Ill, 
append([XILl],LB,[XjL3]) :- 
%[([X/alpha,Ll/list(alpha),L2/list(beta)],[ I)], 
append(Ll,L2,LS), 
%[([X/alpha,Ll/list(bot),L2/list(beta),L3/list(beta)], 
[ I), 
%([X/alpha,Ll/list(alpha),L2/list(beta),L3/ 
list(alpha)], 
%% [(beta, [bot/OI)l), 
%([X/alpha,Ll/list(alpha),L2/list(beta),L3/list(top)], 
%% [(beta,[nat/O,list/l,top/O]),(alpha,[nat/O,list/ 
l,toP/01)1)1. 
The implementation of the polymorphic type analysis has been run on Prolog pro- 
grams drawn from the literature. The time performance on these programs is dem- 
onstrated in Fig. 6. The function symbols whose type definitions are given in 
Example 4.1 are given the same type definitions. For the “tree sort” and the “Heap- 
ify Binary Trees” programs, the following type definitions apply. 
void: tree@) 
t~(X,~C,R):tree(/?) + X: /?,L: tree(p), R: tree@) 
For the “Quicksort using Difference Lists” program, the difference lists are typed ac- 
cording to the following type definition. 
XS \ YS : dlist(/3) +-- xs : list(p), Ys : zist(p). 
Fig. 6. Performance of the polymorphic type analysis on example programs. 
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Finally, for the “Dictionary Lookup in a Binary Tree” program, the type of a dictio- 
nary mapping a key of type c( into a value of type /? are defined as follows. 
void : dict(cc, /II), 
dict(K, V,L,R) : dict(a, /?) + K : CI, V : /i’,L : dict(a, /3), R : dict(a, /I). 
Fig. 6 indicates that the analyzer spent an average of 0.0668 seconds to process 
one program line. There are two main contributors to the low speed of the analyzer. 
Firstly, both the abstract interpretation framework and the polymorphic type anal- 
ysis are implemented as meta-interpreters in a public domain Prolog system. More- 
over, we use ground representations for program variables and type parameters. 
Using ground representations enables us to make the prototype implementation in 
a short time and to avoid possible difficulties that may arise due to improper use 
of meta-level and object-level variables. However, it also prevents us from taking ad- 
vantages of built-in unification and forces us to code unification in Prolog. We be- 
lieve that both the use of meta-programming and that of ground representations 
contribute significantly to the inefficiency of the analyzer. Secondly, the generality 
of polymorphic type analysis makes it necessary to do case analysis of type struc- 
tures, which leads to representing an abstract substitution as a set of conditional 
variable poly-typing. That means that both abstract unification and least upper 
bound operations are more costly for polymorphic type analysis than for monomor- 
phic type analysis. The abstract unification operator needs to process more items and 
to do case analysis of type structures and the least upper bound operator needs to do 
redundancy checking. However, as shown by examples, the polymorphic type anal- 
ysis also gives preciser analysis result than the monomorphic type analysis because 
the abstract domain for the polymorphic type analysis is more expressive than that 
for the monomorphic type analysis. 
9. Conclusion 
We have formalised a polymorphic analysis as a representation of many mono- 
morphic analyses and developed a polymorphic type analysis by lifting a monomor- 
phic type analysis. The notion of polymorphic abstract interpretation provides a 
basis for understanding and designing polymorphic analyses. It is language-indepen- 
dent and applicable to other analyses. The benefit of a polymorphic analysis derives 
from its generality. The result of a polymorphic analysis can be instantiated by 
assigning parameters values from an underlying domain. This can be done for as 
many times as necessary. The polymorphic type analysis is designed by devising a 
domain of abstract substitutions and an abstract unification operator on the domain 
of abstract substitutions. An abstract substitution is a set of conditional variable 
poly-typings. Under an assignment of mono-types to original type parameters, the 
abstract substitution can be interpreted as the disjunction of the instances of its 
members under the assignment. This leads to a precise expression of type informa- 
tion in presence of original type parameters which serve as place holders for type in- 
formation provided after analysis. 
In the logic programming community, research into type analysis by means of ab- 
stract interpretation has been mainly focused on monomorphic type analyses except 
the work of Barbuti and Giacobazzi [2] and the work of Codish and Demoen [lo]. 
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Yardeni and Shapiro [49] infer a type for a program by computing the least fixed- 
point of an abstract immediate consequence operator that approximates the normal 
immediate consequence [46]. A type is a recursively enumerable set of ground atoms 
that is tuple-distributive. A set of terms is tuple-distributive if it is equal to the set of 
terms constructed recursively by permuting each argument position among all terms 
that have the same function symbol [37]. Heintze and Jaffar [19,20] show that Yar- 
deni and Shapiro’s approach is equivalent to Mishra’s [37] in the sense that a type in 
one approach has its counterpart in the other. Mishra’s approach that is also adopt- 
ed in [ 1,16,19,20,37,42,48,50] infers descriptive types by finding a distinguished model 
for a set of formulae that captures set-theoretic relationships between the atoms 
appearing in the program. Both Yardeni and Shapiro’s approach and Mishra’s infer 
monomorphic type information and disregard variable dependencies that are essen- 
tial to perform precise analyses. In addition, it is difficult to integrate these type 
analyses with other analyses. 
Bruynooghe et al. [6] and Janssens and Bruynooghe [24] use type graphs to denote 
sets of terms. [6] uses restricted types to denote sets of ground terms. A restricted 
type is a rooted graph whose nodes are either labelled with a type and hence called 
a type node or labelled with a function symbol and thus called a functor node. The 
root of the graph is a type node. The successors of a type node are functor nodes 
labelled with different function symbols. A functor node labelled with a function 
symbol f / n has n ordered type nodes as its successors with each corresponding 
to an argument off / n. There is a path from the root to any other node in the graph 
and the number of occurrences of the same function symbol labelling the functor 
nodes in any acyclic path in the graph is bounded by a constant. The denotation 
of a type node is the union of those of its successors. The denotation of a functor 
node labelled with f / n is the set of terms f (t,, . .. , tn) with tj being in the denotation 
of the ith successor of the functor node. Since restricted types can only denote sets of 
ground terms, rigid types and integrated types are introduced to denote sets of terms 
containing non-ground terms [24]. A rigid type differs from a restricted type in that a 
type node may be labelled with a primitive type that denotes a fixed set of terms. For 
instance, a type node may be labelled with int which denotes the set of integers. There 
is a special primitive type 1 that denotes Term. All other primitive types denote sets 
of ground terms. An integrated type is an enrichment of a rigid type in that an extra 
primitive type uar which denotes Vars is allowed. The primitive type var captures 
freeness information. If a term is of type uar then it is a variable. Since integrated 
types are not downwards closed, type analysis with integrated types is accomplished 
together with sharing and aliasing in [24] to ensure the safeness of analysis. van Hen- 
tenryck et al. [47] also use type graphs to denote sets of terms in type analysis. They 
integrate rigid types into the generic abstract domain Pat% [12]. Pat‘% enhances the 
parameter abstract domain (W) with structure patterns and equality constraints be- 
tween subterms. By replacing % with the domain of rigid types, [47] is able to capture 
both non-recursive type information in terms of structure patterns and recursive type 
information in terms of rigid types. Both the work in [6,24] and that in [47] integrate 
type analysis with other analyses such as sharing and aliasing analyses. Since our 
polymorphic type analysis is an application of an abstract interpretation framework, 
it can be easily integrated with other analyses as in [6,24,47]. The major difference 
between our work and [6,24,47] is that our polymorphic type analysis infers poly- 
morphic type information while their type analyses do not. In addition, our abstract 
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domain captures type information more precisely than [6,24,47]. An abstract substi- 
tution in the polymorphic type analysis is a set of conditional variable poly-typings. 
For a fixed assignment of mono-types to original type parameters, the abstract sub- 
stitution becomes a set of variable mono-typings which is a disjunctive description of 
a set of substitutions. In [6,24], the type information part of an abstract substitution 
corresponds to a variable mono-typing with rigid/integrated types playing the role of 
mono-types. The type graphs assigned to the same variables are merged when a 
(least) upper bound of two abstract substitutions is computed, which causes loss of 
precision. In [47], type information in a set of substitutions is described by assigning 
each variable of interest a term-like structure whose leaf nodes are rigid types. The 
structure patterns and equality constraints between subterms may alleviate to some 
extent the loss of precision due to the merging of rigid types, but rigid types are also 
merged when a (least) upper bound of two abstract substitutions is computed. In our 
polymorphic type analysis, conditional variable poly-typings in two abstract substi- 
tutions are simply added together with redundant conditional variable poly-typings 
removed when the least upper bound of the two abstract substitutions is computed. 
Horiuchi and Kanamori [22,27] and Kanamori and Kawamura [28] use prescrip- 
tive types to denote sets of terms by giving each function symbols a type definition in 
the same way as we have done in the paper. Though type definitions are polymor- 
phic, their type analysis only infers monomorphic type information. In addition, 
their abstract domain for monomorphic type analysis captures type information less 
precisely than our abstract domain for polymorphic type analysis for the same rea- 
son as we have given for type analysis in [6,24] and that in [47]. 
Both the work of Barbuti and Giacobazzi [2] and that of Codish and Demoen [lo] 
infer a polymorphic type approximation of the success set of the program. The ap- 
proximation inferred by Barbuti and Giacobazzi’s system is not complete in the 
sense that only well-typed atoms refutable by well-typed SLD-refutations are consid- 
ered. They argue that “ill-typed goals do not correspond to the philosophy of the 
program”. Ignoring ill-typed goals enables them to perform much of work on ab- 
stract unification by executing the type program composed of type clauses as a pure 
Prolog program. However, this corresponds to imposing a type system on top of an 
untyped language, which is still a controversial thing to do. Codish and Demoen 
combine abstract compilation and multiple incarnations of the abstract domain Prop 
to do polymorphic type analysis. The incarnations of Prop define meanings of types 
and capture interactions between types. We believe that more work is needed on au- 
tomated derivation of these incarnations from type definitions since these incarna- 
tions seem to be inputs to their analyser according to [lo]. 
The polymorphic type analysis that we have presented is based on the concept of 
polymorphic abstract interpretations and is amicable to adaptations to both top- 
down and bottom-up abstract interpretation frameworks. It is also fully automated 
in that its only inputs are the program to be analysed and type definitions for the 
function symbols in the program. 
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Appendix A 
Proof of Lemma 5.1. It is easy to see that f c [I$, and [k], c7 for any [k], E MTS. 
We now prove that [k,],, u [IQ],, is the least upper bound of [06,]% and [I.&. 
Assume 06, #w and 062 fw for otherwise [k,],, of [UQ]_ is obviously the least upper 
bound of [k,]_ and [UQ],, . Let 06 = {/I H k(8) Mh2(B) (BEdom(k1)Udom(k2)>.We 
have [~,],c1[~],,[~2],~[~1,, and [h,la m hl,, = M, proving that [blw Ub21m is 
an upper bound of [k,]% and [kz], . Now suppose [ks]= E MTS. and [k,],,&], 
and [k]=E [k]= . If ks =w then 06 3 06s. Let 0u3 fw. By the definition of c, 
V/3 E dom(k,).k,(P) Zy 063(/3) and V/3 E do172(062).Ik2(fi) 1063(P). Hence, k’fl E dom(061) U 
dom(062).(06,(fl) vo62(/?) 3 063(p)) So, 06 i 063 when 063 #w. Therefore, [h],‘&], 
proving that [k,], D [UQ], is the least upper bound of [k,ll, and [UQ], It can be 
similarly proved that [k,], r? [U& is the greatest lower bound of [06,1m and [kz], . 0 
Proof of Lemma 5.2. It is immediate that c[p,]= and [p,]&Y for any 
[P,]~ E VMT. We now prove that [I*,]= n [p21w is the greatest lower bound 
of [& and [I&. Let ~3 = -tV+-+h(V fi c12(V I v E do+,) udom(P2)). We 
have ~~31~L3~~I~~ b31&~2lW and M,- f-7 b21e = 1~31~~ proving that 
[p,]* 17 [p21M is a lower bound of [P,]~ and [p2]=. Let [pLqlM E VMT be another 
lower bound of [p,]= and [p2]=. We have [P~]&‘[P,]~ and [P~]~.&]~, By the 
definition of c, we have both 3V E dom(p4).p4( V) = 0 V Y’v E dom(p,).(p4( V) 
5 ,ul (Y)) and 3V E dorn(,~).p~( V) = 0 v b”Y E dom(pl).(p4( Y) 3 pi (Y)). Therefore, 
3V E ~oPJ(P~).P~(V) = 0 v V’v E do+,) U dom(p2).(p4(~) 3 pl (V) A p2( V)) which 
is equivalent to 3 Y E dom(p4).p4( V) = 0 V W E dom(p3).(p4( Y) 5 p3( V)). So, 
[;~,lZ’~djZ2proving that [+I? n [p21ti = [p3]* is the greatest lower bound of 
=. It can be slmrlarly proved that [p,]=u[~~]~ is the least upper 
bdu?d of [p,]* and [p21w. Cl 
Proof of Lemma 6.1. < is obviously reflexive. Let (~,,c,), (P~,cz), (p3>c3) E 
VPT 0 Case such that (p,, cl) < (p2,c2) and (p2, ~2) < (p3,c3). For any K E 4, we 
have (IC(C,) A 4~2) + =‘P,~KO&), K(c,)A lK(C2) --+ KOP, = f, (K(C2) A K(C3) 
+ Ko &Ko/Lj) and K(C2)A 7K(C3) -+ "o/L2 = 1. Assume K(q) A K(C3) +-+ true. 
If K(C2)++ true then ice &KO/L3 since KO&cK'J/L2 and Ko/.L2~KO/l3. If 
K(c~) H false then we also have IC o &‘,c o p3 since K o p, = 4. Therefore, we 
have V(c, A c3 -+ ~l~~3). Now assume K(CI) A %(c3) H true. If IC(CZ) ++ true 
then we have k: o 11, = f for K o p2 = _f. If X(Q) +-+ false then we also have K o p, = 
1 so,b+(c, A -7~3 -+ p, = Y_). Therefore, (p,, cl) < (p3, c3) proving the transitivity of 
<. So, < is a preorder on VPT @Case. 0 
Proof of Lemma 6.2. By the definition of db, we have 0 db @ and @ 5b ((0, true)} for 
any [@I,, E DCVPT. So, -Lb= [0],, and T” = [{@I, true)}lz7 are respectively the 
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infimum and the supremum of DCVPT. We now prove that [@ilzb n” [@& is the 
greatest lower bound of [@iI,, and [@z],, for any [@i]z-;br [@z],, E DCVPT. 
Let @ = {p / 3& E @,.(p << p,)} CT {,u 1 3ji2 E &.(p < ,I?$)}. It follows that 
[@],z CS[@l],J and [@],7Cb[@2]zb because for every ,D E @, there are p(l E @I and 
ji2 E @z such that p < pi and ,ii < j&. Now suppose [C&I_, be another lower bound 
of [@I]~, and [%I,,. Let ,i&, = (pO! co) E @o. Either V(CO + ,u~ = 4) or -V(co 
-+ ,uo = 1). If ‘V(CO + p. = 1) then 3ji, E @r.Fo < pi and 3,iiz E @2.fio < ,& and 
hence lie E @. Therefore, @O db @ and hence [@o]~,C~[@]_~. So, [@iI+ fl’ [@z],, 
= [@I,, is the greatest lower bound of [c&]~~ and [@&. It can be similarly proved 
that [@iI=, U’ [@& is the least upper bound of [@I,, and [&I,, for any [@i],b, 
[@I,9 E DCVPT. •I 
Proof of Lemma 6.3. It suffices to prove (a) since (b) is similar to (a). Suppose that 
9,s $ {O,l} for otherwise the proof follows vacuously from Fig. 4. Let 
h : Poly H N be defined as 
h(2) Ef 0. 
h(c(W,, . . ,Pm)) 5 1 + ,m$x,h(9$). 
, , 
where Cc E Derived, c / m E Cons, and Bi E Poly for 1 <i 6 m and < 2 & (N x N) 
x (N x N) be defined as 
6 2 is a total order. The remainder of the proof proceeds by induction on 
(h(P), h(J)). 
Basis. (h(P), h(2)) = (0,O). We have that Yp, .9 E Derived. If g = Z? then 
K(9) vK(~) = K(Y) by the definition of V, and (9,~~) ~~(9, ~2) = ((9,~~ A cz)} 
by Fig. 4. So, the lemma holds. Now suppose that 9 $ 9. We have that either 
K(g) = 0 or K(9) = 0 or K(9) # 0 A K(2) # 0. If K(Y) = 0 then K(.“P) UK(~) 
= K(2) and hence the lemma holds since (9,9 = 0 A cl A c2) E (9, c,) v,@, c2). 
If K(2) = 0 then K(9) UK(~) = K(g) and hence the lemma holds since 
(Y, 2 = 0 A cl A ~2) E (9, ci) Y/(9,, c2). If K(9) # 0 A K(9) # 0 then the lemma 
holds since (1,9 # 0 A 2 # 0 A cl A q) E (9, c,) ~,(2!!, c2). So, the lemma holds 
when (h(Y), (h(2)) = (0,O). 
Induction. Now let (h(Y),h(S)) # (0.0). It suffices to consider the following 
two cases because V, is symmetric and 9, 9 $?’ (0, l}. (1) 9 E Derived and 
9=c(J,,... , Jm). (2) B = d(:?p,, . . ,Ypi) and 2 = ~(31,. . . ,2,). 
We first consider the case (1). If 1 K(P), c / m / then K((9, i)), K(Si) E Mono for 
1 < i< m since K(Y), ~(22) E Mono. By the induction hypothesis, there is a 
(Bl, bi) E ((9, i), CIA ) K(g), c / m I) Vl(2,, ~2) such that K(bi) ++ true, K(ffL) E Mono 
and ~((p,i)) UK(&) 3 ~(2,). Therefore, cl A c2A 1 ic(P),c / m 1 A A:zy ti(bi) H 
true, K(c(.%,, . . ,.9tm)) E Mono and, by the definition of V, K(.Y) YK(93 
C(9,,... ,Bm). So, if / ti(.P),c / m 1 then the lemma holds. Now suppose that 
1 K(.?),c / m 1. If K(Y) = 0 then the lemma holds since (Z!,Y = 0 A cl A ~2) E 
(P, cl) M,@?, c2). Otherwise, the lemma holds since (1, B # 0 A 1.9, c / m 1 
Acl A c2) E (9, cl) U/(2, cl). This concludes the proof of the case (1). 
Now consider the case (2). If d / 1 # c / m then the lemma follows vacuously from 
Fig. 4. Let d / I= c / m. ti(gp,), ~(22~) E Mono for 1 < i < m since K(g), ~(9) E Mono. 
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By the induction hypothesis, there is a (9?;, b;) E (.Y,?cr) ~~(2~~~2) such that 
K(bi) H true, K(9i) E Mono and ~(9;) VK(~!,) 3 ~(9;). By Fig. 4, 
,=Pl 
(c(.%, . . . . ,%n), c, A c2 A Abi) E (f’,c~) ~,(Q,cz) 
i=l 
cl A c2 A r\%y b, H true. K(c(~?~, . , BM)) E Mono. ~(9) \/ ti(c(Z, ~. . , W,)) by the 
definition of V. So, the lemma holds for the case (2). This completes the induction 
and the proof of the lemma. 0 
Proof of Lemma 6.4. Let dom(&) U dom(p2) = {XI,. ,Xm}. Since K(CI) and K(Q), 
we have that K o pl (Xi) E Mono and K o p2(Xj) E Mono for 1 < i 6 m. By hypothesis, 
KO/,Ll(Xi)TTKo/_L~(Xj)#O for l<i<m. By Lemma 6.3, there is a (.‘P;% bi) 
E (pl (X;), ~1) A I(,+@;), ~2) such that K(bi) and K o pi(X;) A ti o p?(X;) 5 ti(9,). Let 
P~={XIH~P~,...,&H~~) and c~=cIAC~A/~~~;~~~~~ (P~,c~)E(P~.cI) 
Tr ,(/L~, c?) by the definition of Tp I. I since K(ci), K(Q) and K(b;) for 1 < i < m. 
So, the lemma holds since K o pl(X,) A K o p2(X,) 5 K(.‘P,) = K o p3(Xi) for 
l<i<m. 0 
Proof of Lemma 6.5. If 9 = 1 then the lemma follows directly from the definitions of 
Ivt and lvtl. Assume 9’ # 1 and define h : Term H N as follows. 
h(X) ‘!&f 0, 
hV’(t,, . , t,,)) Ef 1 + ,y&h(t;), 
, \ 
where X E Vars,f E Func and t, E Term for 1 < i 6 n. The remainder of proof is done 
by induction on h(t). 
Basis. Let h(t) = 0. Then t is a variable. By the definitions of lat and lot,, 
fVt(K(p), t) = {t t-+ K(p)} 
ht,((W, b), t) = {({t H P}, b)} 
So, the lemma holds by letting p = {t H 9) and c = b. 
Induction. h(t) # 0. Let t = f(t,, . , tn) where ti E Term for 1 < i < n and 
f(X . . . ..X.) : c(p,,...,p,) e-x, : ?l,,...,X, : Y,, 
There are two cases to consider. (1) 9 E Derived; and (2) 9 = d(9), ? . . (9,). We first 
consider the case (1). Since Zvt(K(CP), t) # 1, either ~(9) = 1 or 1 K(Y), c / m I. As- 
sume K(P) = 1 first. The lemma holds because Zvt(K(.Y),t) = 8 and (@.a = 1 A b) 
E lvt,((Y, b),t) by the definitions of lvt and lvt,. Now assume 1 ti(.‘P),c / m 1. 
So, rc(br\ 1 9.c / m I). Let 06 = {p, H (y,j) 1 1 <j<m}. K 0 06 = {/3, H (ti(3):j) I 
I <j < m}. ht(K 0 n6(9;), t;) # _I_ since Zvt(K(P), t) # f. By the induction hypothesis, 
for any 1 <i < n, there is a (pi, ci) E /vt1((06(%i), bA / 9, c / m I), t,) such that K(c!) 
and lut(lc o k(‘+?;), ticK o pl. By lemma 6.4 and the definitions of Ivt and lvt,, there 
is (AC) E,&((~, b), t) such that K(C) and lvt(K(.P). tcK o ,u. So, the lemma holds 
for the case (1). Now consider the case (2). We have that d / I = c / m since 
lvt(K(P). t) # 1. The rest of the proof of the case (2) is the same as the case (1) with 
I K(.P),c / m I. Th’ is concludes the induction and hence the proof of the lemma. 0 
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Lemma 6.6. For any (9, b) E Poly 0 Case, any 9 E Gen and any K E A, such that 
x(b), there is a (06, c) E Its,((9”, b), Y) such that K(C) and Its(rc(g), Scrc o 06, that is, 
its, is a lifting of Its. 
Proof. Assume ~(9’) +! 0 and 9 # 1 for otherwise the lemma follows from the 
definitions of Its and ltsl immediately. Either 9 E Para or B = c(p,, . . . , /3,) 
with pi,. . . , p, E Para. Assume 9 E Para first. lt.s(lc(.P), 9) = (9 F+ K(P)} and 
Its,((Y,b),$Y) = {({%++H},b)}. The lemma holds by letting 06= {?Zt--+H} and 
c = b. Now assume 9 = c(&, . . , /?,) where &, . . , /?, E Para. There are two cases 
to consider. (1) 9 E Derived and (2) 9 = d(gt, . . . , Pi) with d / I E Cons and 
Yi,... ,Y’r E Poly. 
We consider the case (1) first. If 1 K(Y), c / m 1 then Its(K(P), c(/?~, . . , &)) = 
{/I, H (~(p),j) 1 1 <j<m} by the definition of Its. Let 06 = {fij H (9’,j) 1 
l<j<m} and c= \Y,c/m\ r\b. @,c)~Zts~((9’,b),9). We have that rc(c) 
and lts(49), 44,. . . , Pm)) = K o 06. So, the lemma holds. If \ IC(~),C /m \ 
then lts(Jc(9’),c(&, . . . , p,)) =w. The lemma holds by letting 06 =w and 
c= lCJ’,c/m\ Ab. 
Now consider the case (2). If d / I= c /m then h(rc(P), c(j3,, . . . , &,)) 
= {/3i H K(Yj) 1 1 <j < m} by the definition of Its. The lemma holds, letting 
06= {/?, ~9~ 1 l<j<m} and c= b, since (06,~) E Itsl((B,b),Y),K(c) and 
h(K(~), C(&) . . . ) pm)) = K 0 06 
If d / 1 # c / m then lts(K(P), c(fl,, . . . , ,8,)) =w. The lemma holds by letting 06 =w 
and c = b. This completes the proof of the lemma. 0 
Proof of Lemma 6.7. Assume 061 fw /&2 fw for otherwise the lemma follows 
directly from the definitions of U and Lf I. Let dom(kl) U dom(k2) = {/?I,. . . ,/I,}. 
Since I +-+ true and K(Q) ++ true, K o 061 (pi) E Mono and K 0 062(Bi) E Mono for 
1 <i<m. By Lemma 6.3, there is a (gi>bi) E (hr(Bi),Ct) U/(k2(Bi)yC2) such that 
K(bi) c-) true and K 0 hi (pi) YK 0 ~2(pi) 3 K(Y). Let 063 = {pi ++ pi,, . . ,p, I-+ Pm} 
and c3=c1 Ac2Al\l<i<m bi. (063, c3) E (U-q, cl) L? l(k2, Q) by the definition of D I. 
74~3) H true since I f-f true, K(Q) c-) true and K(bi) * true for 1 < i 6 m. SO, the 
lemma holds since K 0 hi(/$) u K 0 062(fli) 3 K(@i) = K 0 oQs(fli) for l< i < m. 
Proof of Lemma 6.8. If h : Term H N be defined as in Lemma 6.5. The proof is done 
by induction on h(t). 
Basis. h(t) = 0. By the definitions of It and It,, lt(t, K o ,u) = K o p(t) and 
Mt> (~7 b)) = {(cl(t),b)J smce t is a variable. The lemma holds by taking 9 = p(t) 
and c = b. 
Induction. h(t) # 0. Let t = f(tl, . . , t,,) where tl, . . . , t, E Term and f E Func with 
f(x,,... Jn) : 44,. . . , &) + Xl : 91,. . . ,X, : gn.h(ti) < h(t) for 16 i < n. By the 
induction hypothesis, for each 1 6 i < n, there is a (gl, bi) E Zt,(ti, (p, b)) such that 
r-c(b,) and 2t(ti, K o p) 3 K(Pi). By Lemma 6.6 and the monotonicities of Its and 
ltsl, for each 1 < i6 n, there is a (ki,Ci) E Its~((Pi, bi),%i) such that K(ci) and 
VP E Para.(lts(lt(ti, K 0 p), 3j)(/3) 3 K o k,(p)). By Lemma 6.7 and the monotonicities 
of of and ul, there is a (ob,c) E ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ such that K(C) and 
Vlp E Para.(( U i <i<nltS(lt(ti, K 0 p), gi))(B) 3 K o IQ)). So, the lemma holds by the 
definitions of It and ItI 0 
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Proof of Lemma 6.9. By Lemma 6.5, for each (X = t) E E, there is a 
(v, b) E M(MX), c), t) such that rc(b) and Iut(~ o &Y),t)crc o v. So, (a) holds by 
Lemma 6.4. 
Let E={Xl~tl,...,Xn H tn}. By Lemma 6.8, for each 16 i<n, there is 
(@i> Ci) E ltl(t, (PL, c)) such that rc(ci) and It(t, K o p) 3 K(Pi). Therefore, (b) holds 
by Lemma 6.4 and the definitions of It and It,. 
(c) follows from (a) and (b). 0 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. By Definition 3.1, we need to prove that for any 
Ql, Qi2 E p(VPT @Case), any K E Al, any 01,02 E p(Sub) and any a~ 3 a2 E Atom, 
By the definition of UNIFY, it is equivalent to prove that for any 
Qsr, cB2 E p(VPT @Case), any K E At, and any Or, 02 E Sub, 
Now suppose that f3r E rl(@r, K) A 02 E Tr(@2, K) A unifv(al, 81, a?, 0,) # fail. By the 
definition of T,, there are a (p,, cl) E Qjt such that K(CI) ++ true and 81 E Y~(K 0 p,) 
and a (p2, c2) E Q2 such that K(c~) c) true and O2 E yl(lco p2). We have that 
unify(ar, &,a2,02) E MUNIFY(at, K o ,u,,u2, K 0 p2) by Theorem 5.1. By Lemma 6.9, 
there is a (pL3, ~3) E PUNZFY(ar, @r,u2, @2) such that K(c~) - true and MUNZFY 
(al > K 0 111, a2, K 0 P2) CK 0 P3. So, unity(a,, O,,Q, 0,) E T,(PUNIF’Y (a,, @,, ~2, ajz). 
K). This concludes the proof of the theorem. 0 
Proof of Lemma 7.1. Since ~VC and ~Vlc, c contains at least one derived type 
parameter. Let llA11 denote the principle constructor of a mono-type .A E Mono, 
c E Case, and K E Al. K(C) iff Il~(ii)ll E c 1 6 for any Cc occurring in c. Therefore, 
V(b ---f c) iff c 1 Cc 2 b I 6 for every type parameter cl occurring in c. 0 
Proof of Lemma 7.3. The lemma holds vacuously if S = true. Let S $ true. By 
examining the rewriting rules (a)-(i), we have that if c D S -+ St then V(c + 
(S H 5)). 
SufJiciency, that is, if c D S -+* true then V(c + S). c D S ++* true implies that 
Y(c -+ (S 4-+ true)). S o, if c D S -+* true then k/(c -+ S). 
Necessity, that is, if V(c -+ S) then c D S -+* true. Let the size of a type, a primitive 
subtyping constraint or a subtyping constraint be defined as follows. 
size(C) dAf 0, 
size(c(Pl, . . ,9,)) Ef 1 + size(.Yl) + . . . + size(.Pn), 
size(Pl 3 92) dAf size(Pl) + size(Pz), 
size(S, A S2) dGf size(S,) + size(&). 
Let V(c --+ s).C D s -+* true is proved by induction on the size of S. 
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Basis. size(S) = 0 implies that each primitive subtyping constraint in S is a prim- 
itive subtyping constraint between two derived type parameters. Without loss of gen- 
erality, assume the two type parameters are syntactically different since the rule (c) 
can be applied to remove primitive subtyping constraints of the form cl 3 Cc. 
Since V(c + ji 3 j), -either (1) c implies 6 = 0 or (2) c implies B z 1 or (3) 
c J, Cc \ (0 / 0) = c l p \ (1 / 0} = {c / n} and c implies A, si4n(ji,i) 3 (/3,i). In the 
case (l), CDS -+ S, by the rule (e). In the case (2), c D S -+ S, by the rule (f). In 
the case (3), c D S - Sr A A, ( iGn(ji, i) 3 (_B, i) by the rule (i). Let So be S1 in the cases 
(1) and (21 and be Sl A A, <iGn(6 i) 3 (B, ) i in the case (3). We have size(So) = 0, 
V(c ---f SO) and So be a conjunction of primitive subtyping constraints between two 
different derived type parameters. In other words, one of the rules (e), (f, and (i) is 
applicable to So if So $ true. It now suffices to prove that repeated applications of 
these rules will reduces the number of primitive subtyping constraints into 0. The 
rules (e) and (f) decrease the number of primitive subtyping constraints. The rule 
(i) also decrease the number of primitive subtyping constraints when n in its condition 
is zero. The rule (i) keeps or increases the number of primitive subtyping constraints 
when IZ # 0. Note that the rule (i) introduces primitive constraints (c?, i) 5 (p, i) when 
n # 0. Y(c + (@, i) 3 (p, i))) because V(c --+ (a3 p)). V(c -+ ((ji,i) 3 (p,i))) implies 
that (& i) and (/I, i) appears in c. Since c contains only a finite number of derived type 
parameters and is not changed by rewriting, the rule (i) with n # 0 can only be applied 
for a number of finite times. Therefore, repeated applications of these rules will reduc- 
es the number of primitive subtyping constraints into 0. 
Induction. size(S) # 0 implies that at least one side of primitive subtyping con- 
straint in S is not a derived type parameter. At least one of the rules (a)-(h) can 
be applied to rewrite S since V(c -+ S). Let S1 be a subtyping constraint and 
c D S - Sr due to the application of one of the rules (a)-(h). We have 
sizes(S), < size(S) and V(c ---f Sr ). By the induction hypothesis, we have c D S, -+* 
true. So, c D S -+* true. a. 
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